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ABSTRACT 

 

A locality in the Late Cretaceous (Campanian) Aguja Formation near Gano 

Spring in Big Bend National Park preserves scattered remains of hadrosaurian dinosaurs 

in close association with woody scrambling vines.  The vines are referable to Baileyan 

wood types I and II and platanoid/icacanoid wood types I and II.  The close association 

between the vines and herbivorous dinosaurs suggests a possible foraging relationship. 

The fossiliferous interval is comprised of olive-gray to dark gray mudstone, lenticular 

discontinuous channel sandstone, sideritic ironstone nodules, and lignite, all of which 

indicate a stratigraphic position low in the upper shale member of the Aguja Formation. 

Detailed stratigraphy of the vine-bearing interval, and the internal ring structure of the 

vines, indicate gentle, regular pulses of sediment input consistent with low-velocity flood 

events, insufficient to cause mechanical damage to the vines preserved at the site.  The 

external branch stumps observed on the vines are consistent with shear removal as 

determined by experimental branch removal results using extant tree and vine branches.  

The stumps indicate that the branches of the vines were dominantly removed by shearing 

consistent with herbivory. The internal anatomy of the vines shows tracheid-filled false 

rings that are generally caused by mechanical removal of a portion of the plant during 

life.  These lines of evidence taken together indicate that the vines were foraged upon by 

herbivorous dinosaurs, most likely hadrosaurs and ceratopsians preserved in the same 

deposits.  
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 

 Establishment of ancient foraging relationships is oftentimes difficult given the 

nature of the fossil record and the fact that the animals contained therein are typically 

extinct. With living animals, foraging relationships may be established by examination of 

gut contents of through observation of the dynamic relationships between living animals 

and their prey items (e.g., ungulates grazing on grass, felids subsequently hunting and 

killing those ungulates). Such methods are obviously unavailable in paleoecological 

research. There are some exceptions, most notably with secondary consumers (i.e. 

carnivorous organisms and their herbivorous prey). Examples (Carpenter, 1998; Farlow 

and Holtz, 2002; Nesbitt et al., 2006; and Happ, 2008), though convincing, are rare and 

tend to be the exception rather than the rule. Even more rare and problematic is the 

establishment of relationships between primary consumers (i.e., herbivores) and primary 

producers (i.e., plants). This is due in part to the paucity of research presenting evidence 

of herbivory on fossil plants.  

 The Late Cretaceous Aguja Formation of West Texas provides an opportunity to 

conduct such a study, as it preserves a stratigraphic and spatial association between two 

dinosaurian herbivore groups (hadrosaurs and ceratopsians) and two types of fossil 

ground-scrambling vines (“Baileyan wood types I & II” and “Platanoid/Icacanoid types I 

& II” of Wheeler and Lehman, 2000) that may have been their fodder. The Aguja 
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Formation is an Upper Cretaceous (Campanian), broadly deltaic deposit comprised of 

paralic and fluvial sandstones, mudstones, and lignites interbedded with marine shales of 

the coeval Pen Formation (Lehman, 1985; Bohanan, 1987; and Macon, 1994). The Aguja 

Formation is comprised of five members (in ascending order): the basal sandstone 

member, the lower shale member, the Rattlesnake Mountain sandstone member, the 

Terlingua Creek Sandstone member, and the upper shale member. The fossil vines occur 

exclusively in the lower part of the upper shale member, where the greatest abundance of 

hadrosaur and ceratopsian remains are also found. The consistent association between the 

fossil vines and bone-beds of herbivorous dinosaurs led to the suggestion that there may 

have been an ecological association between the two (Lehman, pers. comm., 2009; 

Wheeler and Lehman, 2000).  

 The present study investigates this association in three ways: externally, 

internally, and by paleoenvironmental analysis. The first method involves examination of 

the exterior surfaces of the fossil vines for traces of herbivory, and utilizes various types 

of experimentally damaged branches as a basis for comparison. The second method 

involves examination of internal cellular anatomy of the vines for mechanical damage not 

attributable to the mechanical stresses expected to be present in the paleoenvironment. 

The third component of the study is paleoenvironmental analysis, which was conducted 

using a study of the associated fauna, sedimentary facies, and sedimentary petrography. 
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Previous Studies of Dinosaur Herbivory 

 Few works have been published on dinosaur herbivory, and what has been done 

focuses primarily on jaw biomechanics, coprolites, or supposed gut contents. A review of 

previous work on dinosaur herbivory is offered here, focusing exclusively on 

hadrosaurian and ceratopsian dinosaurs, as no other herbivorous dinosaur groups are 

found in the Aguja vine-bearing interval.  

 Abel (1912) initially asserted that hadrosaurian dinosaurs fed on swamp plants by 

foraging on the bottom of swamps, given their edentulous duck-like beak formed by of 

their premaxilla and predentary. Versluys (1923) disputed this claim after examining the 

impression of a horny beak-like covering of the premaxilla and predentary, and asserted 

instead that they fed by stripping leaves and bark and uprooting herbaceous plants from 

more terrestrial habitats.  Kripp (1933) first made a description of complex masticatory 

motions of the jaws of hadrosaurian dinosaurs, but his views were largely not accepted 

and instead the vertical shearing model of Lull and Wright (1942; first suggested by 

Lambe, 1920) persisted as the reigning paradigm for hadrosaur tooth occlusion.  Ostrom 

(1961) was the first to suggest any kind of cranial kinesis during hadrosaurian 

mastication and cited teeth striations and occlusal wear patterns that indicated the 

possibility of at least medio-lateral movement of the mandibles, observations he also 

mentioned briefly later (Ostrom, 1964). Ostrom (1966) also first described   in detail the 

pleurokinetic skull of ceratopsians, citing again primarily tooth wear and overall jaw 

morphology (especially when occluded). He held though to the long-standing opinion 

(Lull, 1908 and 1933; Tait and Brown, 1928; Russell, 1935; Haas, 1955; Ostrom, 1964) 
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that ceratopsians (with the exception of Protoceratops and Leptoceratops) possessed only 

orthal jaw movement and a shearing bite (in contrast to the hadrosaurian masticatory jaw 

function).  

The view of pleurokinesis amongst hadrosaurs persisted (Norman, 1977 [although 

this was for Iguanodon], 1984), and was expanded upon by Normal and Weishampel 

(1985). They used what was at that time still-nascent computer modeling techniques to 

analyze hadrosaurian jaw movements, and found that the initial assessment made by 

Ostrom (1961) was too simplified, and instead that hadrosaur mastication involved a 

mobile maxilla. Weishampel and Norman (1989) later did an overall summary of 

herbivorous dinosaur masticatory processes and foraging capabilities. They described a 

continuous occlusal grinding surface for hadrosaurs, angled at 45° to the horizontal 

(lingually inclined), and conclude this is a masticatory system that is analogous to and 

convergent on mammalian jaw mechanics and chewing. They deviated, however, from 

the then-current opinion on ceratopsian mastication, arguing instead that these animals 

achieved a form of chewing from a combination of palinal and orthal movement of the 

lower jaws during the power stroke. Following this, apart from a few review articles 

pertaining either directly to this topic or only mentioning it tangentially (e.g., 

Weishampel and Horner, 1990 and Weishampel and Jianu, 2000), no significant research 

was done for over twenty years.  

In recent years, however, computer-modeling studies of hadrosaur and 

ceratopsian jaws have been performed (Cuthbertson, 2006; Rybczynski, 2006; and 

Holliday and Witmer, 2008). These demonstrate that the skull joints of hadrosaurs lacked 
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the full mobility required for full pleurokinesis. This gives credence to Ostrom’s (1961) 

original hadrosaur model of an akinetic skull (Holliday and Witmer, 2008), although 

Ostrom himself apparently changed this view a few years later (Ostrom, 1964), stating 

that the original conclusion in his previous work (Ostrom, 1961) was actually that 

mobility within the hadrosaur skull did occur. In contrast, similar computer modeling by 

Weishampel and Cheney (2007) demonstrates that full pleurokinesis was indeed possible, 

although they failed to take the palate into consideration in their models. Bell et al.. 

(2009) conducted a biomechanical study of hadrosaur jaws and concluded that they 

possessed a kinetic mandible, but gave further support to the conclusions of Cuthbertson 

(2006), Rybczynski (2006), and Holliday and Witmer (2008) in the akinetic maxilla and 

cranium. They also state that their findings on ceratopsian masticatory movements 

continue to hold to Weishampel and Norman’s (1989) conclusion. Finally, Williams et 

al.. (2009) statistically analyzed the patterns of dental microwear on Edmontosaurus 

teeth, and concluded that occlusion involved an isognathous, near-vertical power stroke 

with a propalinal, kinetic mandibular motion.  

 Work on coprolites and preserved in situ gut contents has been less conclusive, 

even more scanty, and yet al.so valuable. In general, data from coprolites and preserved 

gut contents has been problematic due to the difficulty of, and controversy regarding, 

assigning any particular coprolite (or coprolite type) to a particular, specific group of 

fossil organism. And, in the case of gut contents, ruling out taphonomic factors (Chin, 

2007). Sternberg (1909), Abel (1922), Kräusel (1922), Weigelt (1989), Currie et al.. 

(1995), and Tweet et al.. (2008) all report preserved, in situ hadrosaur gut contents, 
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although only the last of these is considered to be credible. In this last case, the gut 

contents for a well-preserved Brachylophosaurus were found to be composed of 

liverworts, hornworts, lycopsids, ferns (which were most numerically abundant), 

gymnosperms (including conifers), and angiosperms (which contained the greatest 

diversity). These were identified using palynomorphs, however, and so may not be 

completely reliable. For instance, pollen from some of these groups may have already 

been present on plant material belonging to a different taxonomic group at the time of 

ingestion. One study of coprolites done by Chin (2007)  manages to link two types of 

coprolites found in the Two Medicine Formation in Montana with a particular genus of 

hadrosaur (Maiasaura). The coprolites contain an unusually high amount of partially 

digested wood, often large in size (representing >2 mm diameter twigs), belonging 

dominantly to conifers. Another unidentified wood type is found in a second coprolite 

type. 
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CHAPTER 2  

GEOLOGIC SETTING 

 

 The Aguja Formation is an Upper Cretaceous (Campanian), broadly deltaic 

deposit that ranges between 135 and 285 m in thickness and thins eastwardly across the 

Big Bend region in Texas (Lehman, 1985; Lehman and Busby, 2007). It is comprised of 

fluvial and shoreline sandstones, floodplain and delta-front mudstones, freshwater to 

brackish lignites, and marine shales. It comprises two terrestrial northeasterly-directed 

progradational units (“R7” and “R8” regressive events of Kauffman, 1977) separated by 

one transgressive marine wedge (the McKinney Springs tongue of the Pen Formation). 

The first progradational unit is comprised of the basal sandstone, lower shale, and 

Rattlesnake Mountain sandstone members, and then second by the Terlingua Creek 

sandstone and upper shale members (Figure 1). The focus of the present study is the 

upper shale member. 

 The upper shale member represents fluvial floodplain, channel, and inter-

distributary channel swamp deposits accumulated in delta platform environments which 

followed behind the advancing Terlingua Creek shoreline environments (Lehman, 1985). 

The lower portion of this member is comprised of lignites, carbonaceous, sandy olive to 
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dark gray mudstones and local distributary and near-channel overbank sandstone lenses 

rarely thicker than 7 m, and rarely thinner than 3 m (Bohannan, 1987; Schroeder, 1988; 

and Anglen, 1997). The upper portion consists of variegated light to dark gray, purple, or 

maroon mudstones containing paleo-caliche nodules representing a more well-drained 

fluvial floodplain paleoenvironment with distinct paleosol development. It grades 

conformably into the overlying Javelina Formation (Lehman, 1985). 

 

The Gano Spring Locality  

 The locality examined for the present study is given the field number GS-9 in T. 

Lehman’s field notes (June 3, 2004 and June 16, 2007). The site is in the Gano Springs 

area, in the northwestern part of Big Bend National Park, approximately four kilometers 

northwest of the Chisos Mountains (figure 1). Exact locality information is on file with 

the Texas Memorial Museum in Austin, TX. The site occurs in the lowermost part of the 

upper shale member of the Aguja Formation. Due to faulting and extensive cover by 

alluvial gravel in the area, it is difficult to establish the precise stratigraphic position. The 

base of the Aguja is not exposed here. The contact with the overlying Javelina Formation 

is exposed southeast of the site and at least 50 m higher stratigraphically. The presence of 

olive-gray to dark gray mudstones, lenticular overbank and channel sandstones occurring 

discontinuously, sideritic ironstone nodules, and lignite all suggest a low position within 

the upper shale. A detailed description of the site follows. 

 Locality GS-9 occurs in a southwest-draining wash 4 to 9 m wide (Figure 2), with 

outcropping channel sandstones, olive gray to black sandy mudstones and lignites of the 
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lower part of the upper shale member of the Aguja Formation (Figures 3 and 4), and 

abundant vertebrate fossils, large conifer logs, and slender dicotyledonous vines. The 

lower 1.5 m consists of a fine to very fine grained, well-sorted yellow-brown sandstone 

containing concretionary intervals with oyster and gastropod shells. This sandstone 

continues until 4 m up the stratigraphic section, but the shells persist for only the lower 

0.6 m (at the 2.1 m mark). The sandstone coarsens upward until it becomes a medium-

grained sandstone and then terminates as a continuous layer. At three meters, thin (0.5-

1cm thick), swaley climbing ripple cross-lamination dominate the sandstone. At most 

levels within this rippled interval, the bedforms are distinct and well-preserved, and in 

others they have been partially obliterated (up to 50% mixture of massive and rippled 

sandstone), indicating that some bioturbation occurred, though not extensively. This 

sandstone is assigned to the uppermost portion of the Terlingua Creek sandstone member 

based on these characteristics. 

At four meters this sandstone is overlain by a dark gray to black muddy 

sandstone, which grades in color and mud content to a light gray sandy mudstone over 

the next 0.9 to 1m (Figure 5). Abundant carbonized conifer wood fragments and stumps, 

along with dicotyledonous vines occur in situ throughout this mudstone unit (Figure 6). 

They primarily occur in two distinct horizons (~0.25 m and ~0.4 m above the contact 

between this mudstone/muddy sandstone and the underlying Terlingua Creek sandstone), 

though some are found throughout the interval. The vines that occur in the lower, darker, 

more organic-rich portion of this mudstone tend to be relatively large and flat (see 

descriptions below), and those higher up in the section, in the lighter gray portion of the 
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mudstone, tend to be relatively small and round. A horizon that contains isolated sideritic, 

ironstone nodules occurs between the two vines-bearing intervals.  

Lenticular, discontinuous sandstone layers occur interbedded within this 

mudstone interval. These are fine-grained with subrounded to subangular grains, possess 

climbing ripple cross-lamination like those in the underlying sandstone unit, and are less 

than half a meter in thickness, typically ~0.3 m or less. Two such units occur in this 

locality, one a few centimeters below the lowest primary vine-bearing horizon, and also 

one a few tens of centimeters above the second primary vine-containing horizon. 

 At 4.9 m, there is highly calcareous, fine-grained, orange sandstone that 

continues to the top of the exposure at this locality.  

 

Detailed Lithology of the Vine-Bearing Interval 

 The basic stratigraphy of the GS-9 section is described above, however here is 

presented a detailed description of a trench dug in the primary vine-bearing mudstone 

interval (unit #3 in fig. 4). This is an organic-rich, gray mudstone unit. In order to provide 

a fine-scale lithologic and stratigraphic analysis of the vine-bearing interval, a trench was 

dug and hand samples were collected from the mudstone unit. Hand samples were also 

collected from one of the lenticular sandstone units interbedded within this interval. The 

trench was located at the base of the mudstone unit (see figure 5, chapter 1). This trench 

was dug in the northwest-facing slope of a long, southwestwardly pointing projection of 

the mudstone unit. The trench was 0.7 m deep, reaching to the base of the mudstone unit 

and to the top of the outcrop.  Hand samples were collected at ten-centimeter intervals 
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(figure 1). Immediately above the trenched interval occurs one of the interbedded, 

lenticular sandstone units, and hand samples were collected every ten centimeters from 

this unit for the whole of its thickness. Samples collected from the lenticular sandstone 

body were labeled for their height up section in the mudstone unit (60 cm through 100 

cm.) Using a trim saw, portions from the top and bottom halves, and portions 

perpendicular to those, were cut and thin sections made of those allowing a fine-scale 

stratigraphy of a 5 cm interval to be made for the vine-bearing interval. This procedure 

was repeated for the stratigraphically interbedded lenticular sandstone body. 

 Grain size and mineralogical composition information was obtained using 

measurements and point counts with a polarized light petrographic microscope. All grain 

size measurements were made at 100x magnification. For each sample, 50 grains were 

measured both in the top and bottom half of each sample (except for the sample from 80 

cm due to the small size of the sample in thin section), and from this the average and 

range of grain size was determined. For each sample, two 100 grain point-counts were 

conducted. The first 100 grain point-count tallied five components: quartz, feldspar, lithic 

grains, organic matter content, and clay matrix. This provided a bulk composition for the 

whole sample instead of only the mineralogic composition. This first point count was not 

conducted on the samples from 80 to 120 cm as clay matrix percentage was found to be 

approximately constant (varying within a negligible amount) and visible organic matter 

was not observed in these samples. The second type of 100-grain point count tallied only 

quartz, feldspar, and lithic grains within the sand/silt grain size fraction to assess the 

mineralogic composition for this grain size fraction. 
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Description of Trenched Inteval 

10 cm – This interval is well sorted, with sand/silt grain size fraction remaining 

nearly the same between the lower and upper halves. The lower half has an average grain 

size of 58.5 µm (range 30 µm to 110 µm). The upper half has an average grain size of 57 

µm (range 30 µm to 100µm). The sample does not exhibit any grading. Sand/silt 

composition is 71% quartz, 19% feldspar, and 10% lithic grains. Organic matter content 

is 14% and the sample has 43% clay matrix. 

20 cm – There is a wide range in grain size in this interval, with sand/silt grains in 

the lower half measuring an average of 54.23 µm (range 25 µm to 90 µm). Grains 

average 35.86 µm (range 20 µm to 80 µm) in the upper half. In the middle of this 

interval, an abrupt increase in grain size occurs, with grains measuring up to 140 µm, 

then size grades over an interval of approximately 0.5 mm to the fine average grain size 

for the upper half of the specimen. The sand/silt composition is 76% quartz, 13% 

feldspar, 11% lithic grains. Organic matter content is 2% and matrix comprises 53% of 

the sample. 

30 cm –This interval is very similar to those from 40 and 70 cm. The sand/silt 

composition is 76% quartz, 20% feldspar, and 4% lithic grains. Organic matter makes up 

4% of the sample and clay matrix is 42%. The average grain size decreases slightly 

upward in this specimen, from 55.2 µm (range 25 µm to 120µm) to 48.1 µm (range 20 

µm to 100 µm).  
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40 cm – This interval is very similar to the samples from 40 and 70 cm. The 

sand/silt grains are comprised of 81% quartz, 14% feldspar, and 5% lithics. There is 13% 

organic matter content, and 30% clay matrix (figure 2). The matrix is the same as in the 

70 cm sample, being composed of abundant illite and minor kaolinite clay (figure 3). The 

sand/silt grains exhibit reverse grading, with the maximum grain size increasing upwards. 

The entire interval exhibits reverse grading, with the average grain size increasing from 

49.4 µm to 61.6 µm, and sorting decreasing slightly (range in sizes from 20 µm to 85 µm 

and 20 µm to 160 µm, respectively). Swaley organic-rich laminae occur throughout this 

interval. 

50 cm– This interval consists of thinly laminated lignite, with orange and dark 

brown clay laminae. The percentage of sand/silt grains cannot be determined as the 

fragile nature of the sediment made thin-section production impossible. Hand sample 

observation indicates that the sand component appears to be very minor, comprising 

approximately no more than 5% of the sediment. 

60 cm –This interval is comparable to the 50 cm interval. 

70 cm – The top layer is a dark brown, sandy mudstone with sand/silt grains 

comprised of 81% quartz, 10% feldspar, and 9% lithics. There is 7% organic material, 

and 33% clay matrix (figure 2). The matrix is comprised of brown clay, likely illite or 

mixed-layer illite/smectite based on the extinction pattern, high second-order 

birefringence , and index of refraction. There is also minor kaolinite. Lithic grains are 

dominantly reworked clay clasts, rare biotite and calcite. Quartz grains possess minor 
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calcite cement in embayments and concave portions of the grains. Feldspar grains show 

extensive seritization. 

 

Description of Interbedded Sandstone Interval 

Samples from the sandstone bed above the vine-bearing interval all exhibit 

extensive calcite cement, and are muddy lithic arkoses. Grains are typically subangular to 

subrounded. Some (~20%) quartz grains exhibit adhering calcite or a dark brown cement 

in embayments and concavities, indicating that some grains were reworked. Other 

accessory grains are composed of rare opaque minerals and biotite. The clay matrix 

composition increases steadily up-section from approximately one-third of the sample at 

the 60 cm mark to nearly half in the uppermost sample (100 cm level). 

80 cm – The sand/silt composition is 65% quartz, 20% feldspar, and 15% lithic 

grains (figure 3). Clay matrix comprises approximately one-third of the sample, and this 

holds for the remainder of the samples. The average grain size is 72.76 µm (range 25 µm 

to 140 µm). 

90 cm – The sand/silt composition is 62% quartz, 24% feldspar, and 14% lithic 

grains. There is a slight, but noticeable, increase in opaque minerals in this specimen, 

although nearly all lithic grains are reworked calcite grains. The specimen is reverse-

graded, with an average grain size of 58.2 µm in the bottom half of the specimen (range 

30 µm to 110 µm) and 71.6 µm in the upper half (range 30 µm to 130 µm). 

100 cm – The sand/silt composition is 56% quartz, 25% feldspar, and 19% lithic 

grains. There is slight reverse size-grading, with the average grain size of 72.08 µm in the 
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bottom half of the specimen (range 30 µm to 130 µm) and an average of 78.8 µm in the 

upper half (range 15 µm to 165 µm). 

110 cm – The sand/silt composition is 65% quartz, 17% feldspar, and 18% lithic 

grains. This interval is graded, with an average grain size of 65.34 µm in the bottom half 

(range 25 µm to 145 µm) to 53.28 µm in the upper half (range 20 µm to 180 µm). 

120 cm – The sand/silt composition is 72% quartz, 17% feldspar, and 12% lithic 

grains. There is negligible grading, with a grain size average of 61.3 µm (range 35 µm to 

120 µm) in the bottom half of the specimen, and 63.54 µm (range 20 µm to 160 µm) in 

the upper half. Calcite cement ceases to be present approximately half way through the 

interval, terminating in long, fibrous botryoidal calcite crystals that overprint the dark 

brown mudstone matrix above this level. Swaley organic laminae occur in the upper half 

of this interval. 

 

Discussion 

The mudstone-bearing interval is a sandy mudstone with silt to very fine-grained 

sand grains in a brown mudstone matrix with sparse organic matter. The matrix is mixed 

kaolinite, illite, and siderite, with the latter two dominating (figure 2). Clay clasts occur 

as discrete clasts, perhaps reworked from other sediments. The siderite content 

corresponds well with the organic content of the sediment, and may have been produced 

by anaerobic decomposition of organic material in a water logged (though not 

exclusively) freshwater setting (Mozely, 1989). This, combined with distinct lignite 

layers, at the 50 to 60 cm level, indicate relatively high organic matter preservationand 
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relatively anoxic conditions, which is consistent with a wetland environment that was 

regularly inundated for prolonged periods.  

The lithology of the overlying sandstone interval (higher quartz content, coarser 

average grain size, coarser and more abundant large grain sizes, and poorer sorting) 

indicates a deposit with a slightly different origin.  Such thin sandstone intervals reflect 

influx of coarser bedload sediment in a wetland environment, compatible perhaps with 

crevasse splay development or levee construction adjacent to a nearby channel (Lehman, 

1985). 

The fine-scale texture of the vine-bearing interval at GS-9 shows a centimeter-

scale rhythmic pattern in the organic matter content, grain size and sorting (figures 4 and 

5). This rhythmic, fine-scale grading from very fine sand and coarse silt indicates discrete 

intervals of sediment input into this locality. The fine size of the grains and thinness of 

the graded intervals indicate very gentle flooding, probably insufficient to cause 

mechanical damage to the vines present in this interval. 
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Figure 1. Diagram showing the basic stratigraphy of the Aguja Formation and 
intertonguing Pen Formation (modified from Lehman, 2008).  The section exposed 
near Gano Spring is shown.
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Figure 2. Aerial photograph of the Gano Spring area in the southwestern tributaries of 
Oak Creek (modified from Texas Orthoimagery Program, Google Earth 2009).  The 
boxed section shows the area mapped in figure 4. 
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Figure 3. Geologic map of the Gano Spring area (base map: 1971 U.S.G.S. The Basin 
7.5' topographic quadrangle; geology modified from Lehman, unpublished mapping).  
Kag = Aguja Formation, Kjv = Javelina Formation, Qal = Quaternary alluvium (1 = 
Holocene, 2 = Pleistocene). 
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Figure 4. Sketch map of Gano Spring area, vicinity of locality GS‐9 
(Lehman, unpublished mapping).  Shown are stratigraphic units 1 through 6 in the 
Aguja Formation (Kag) juxtaposed against Javelina Formation (K jv) along normal 
fault.  The fossiliferous intervals include: paralic faunal assemblage in concretionary 
zone (field number TL 09‐1), vine‐bearing interval (field number GS‐9), hadrosaur 
bone‐bed (field number TL 07‐3 to ‐12), and conifer log horizon (field numbers GS‐4 to 
‐8). 
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A 

 B 

Figure 5. A.) Outcrop of the vine horizon at GS‐9 chosen for trenching. The trench is 
located where hammer is resting. B.) Trench with scale bar (note: scale bar is vertical 
and not inclined with the dip of the strata.) 
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Figure 6. An in situ woody vine exposed in the lower vine horizon (unit 3 of figure 4) at GS‐9. 
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Figure 7. Panoramic image of trench excavated in the vine‐bearing interval. Scale bar 
approximately 10 cm. Letters show approximate positions where each sample was 
taken. 
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Figure 8. QFL diagram illustrating the mineralogical composition of the sand/silt 
fraction in samples taken from the vine‐bearing interval at GS‐9.  
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Figure 9. Thin section photomicrograph (cross‐polarized light) showing the sediment 
matrix of the vine‐bearing interval. Thin section of a specimen taken at 70 cm interval, 
showing quartz grains , compressed clay clasts, siderite (darker brown), and illite (tan 
to lighter brown clay. 40x magnification).  
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Figure 10. QFL diagram illustrating the mineralogical composition of samples taken 

from the interbedded sandstone unit. 
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                                                             Grain size (in microns) 

  

Figure 11. Graph showing the change in mean grain size for the trench samples 

(connected by a line), and the observed grain size range for each portion of each sample 

(vertical bars). 
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Figure 12. Graph showing the variation in mean grain size for the interbedded sandstone 

unit (connected by a line), and the grain size range for each portion of each sample 

(horizontal bars). 
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CHAPTER 3  

ANATOMY OF GANO SPRINGS WOOD 

 

Each preserved vine was examined macroscopically for signs of pollarding, the 

stumps were observed and described, and compared with the experimental branch-

pollarding results described in chapter 4. Detailed descriptions and comparisons are given 

in the section below. 

In addition, 140 thin sections were made of about 50 vine samples for 

microscopic analysis.  Most of the vine specimens had been collected previously by T. 

Lehman from GS-9. Using the trim saw, tangential, radial, and cross-sections were made 

from each vine sample. Due to the fragile nature of the smaller diameter vines, these were 

embedded in epoxy prior to cutting in order to hold their integrity throughout the cutting 

process. It was not possible to make radial or tangential sections from all vine specimens, 

due to either their small size, fragile nature, or both. During the cutting process, some 

specimens shattered, despite the epoxy coating, or disintegrate before a proper thin 

section could be made of any given type. As a result, many specimens have only 

tangential and longitudinal cross-sections, while others simply have longitudinal cross-

sections.  

Thin sections for each specimen were described and identified using the features 

listed in Wheeler et al. (1989) as a guide. Anatomical features were listed systematically, 
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noting the presence, absence, and characteristics of each feature as seen in each 

specimen. Due in part to lack of tangential and/or radial sections for every specimen, and 

in part due to the preservation of the specimens, not all features could be found or 

described for all specimens. Once this suite of features was described, they were 

compared to the descriptions in Wheeler and Lehman (2000) for Baileyan Wood Types I 

& II, Platanoid Type I, and Platanoid/Icacinoid Type II (Wheeler and Lehman, 2000), 

and taxonomic identifications made. The presence and characteristics of any and all 

growth rings or false rings observed were carefully described, as were any adjustment 

structures, internal breakage, phenolic/chemical blockages, tyloses, callus tissue, 

alterations of vessel element and fiber structures, and the presence of traumatic resin 

ducts. These were then assessed as signs of mechanical and/or environmental stress 

inflicted on the plant during life, using Timell and Wimmer (2007) as a guide. 

 

External analysis  

 The vines possess a thin, smooth bark that is variably broken off various vine 

specimens in places post-lithification. Branch stumps occur on at most three sides of the 

vines, are regularly spaced and variably occur singularly or in clusters of two. One side of 

the vines are always branch-free and this side tends to be flatter than the others (though 

this is not always the case). During the course of the investigation it was discovered that 

the Baileyan and Platanoid/Icacinoid vine types had different overall morphologies. The 

Baileyan vines tend to be smaller in diameter and have a more circular cross-section, 

whereas the Platanoid/Icacinoid vines tend to be larger in diameter, and have a less 
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circular, more “flattened” or ovoid cross-section. More research needs to be done, 

however, to confirm this.  

Many of the preserved vines possess branch stubs of various morphologies 

corresponding to those determined by the branch removal experiment (see chapter 4). Not 

all branch stubs were available for observation because some were cut during thin-section 

preparation to analyze the internal structure. These results are summarized in table 1 

below, and examples are shown in figure 29. 

 By far the dominant type of shear morphology present on the vines is the first 

type described (see chapter 4), possessing the simple, beveled or “stair-step” morphology. 

This is the case in all specimens with sheared branches mentioned in table 1 below except 

for specimens 1-5, 1-6, 2-7, and 3-10. Branch stumps on specimens 1-5 and 2-7 possess 

the second type of shear morphology (see chapter 4), with the characteristic raised edges 

and central portion. Branch stumps on specimens 1-6 and 3-10 possess the rarer fourth 

type (see chapter 4), being concave in form. 

 Both types of breakage morphologies are seen in specimens with branch stumps 

that have undergone mechanical breakage removal, although they are indistinguishable 

since the long splinters that characterize the second breakage morphology type are 

unlikely to preserve due to their fine and fragile structure. A third type of breakage 

morphology was seen in “Large unsectioned Platanoid/Icacinoid vine 1” that was not 

seen in the branch removal experiment, but I have encountered previously. This occurs 

when the branch breaks at the base and a portion of main-stem bark comes off with it. 
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This leaves a characteristic, “tear-drop” shaped branch scar, which is also seen in “Large 

unsectioned Platanoid/Icacinoid vine 1”. 

 

Description of Wood Thin-Sections 

 Specimen 1-3 – Podocarpoid wood (sensu Wheeler and Lehman, 2005) 

Description – Figure 13. This is a conifer wood from the lower vine horizon 

lacks true growth rings. Several false rings occur, in clusters of 2 to 4; these are 

composed of collapsed tracheids, each succeeded by a zone of resumed normal growth. 

The transition into and from these rings is smooth, though this occurs much more 

abruptly in some rings than in others. Abrupt transitions are associated with zones of 

particularly pronounced tracheid collapse, such that no tracheid lumina are visible. For 

those rings in which the transition is smooth, tracheid lumina are still visible. No fiber 

wall thickening is observed. Fibers have minutely bordered pits which occur in one or 

two rows, possess helical thickenings, and are thin and thick walled. Rays are strictly 

procumbent. Several other conifer wood thin sections were made, all of which are 

consistent with the anatomy of this specimen. 

 

 Specimen 1-4 – ?Platanoid wood type I 

Description – Figures 14 & 15. This vine specimen is 1.11 cm x 1.43 cm and 

lacks true growth rings, but several false rings are evident by directional changes or 

sudden “kinks” in the direction of radial cell growth in the wood. Hereafter these “kinks” 

are referred to as “adjustment structures”. These appear to have formed as a response to 
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adjustment to barriers, confining pressure, or twisting/torquing as described by Timmell 

and Wimmer (2007) and as seen frequently in living woods. This specimen is diffuse-

porous, with vessel elements arranged according to the diagonal and/or radial pattern 

described by Wheeler et al.. (1989), though many appear random in their spatial 

distribution. All vessel elements are exclusively solitary, with an average density of 64 

mm-2. Axial parenchyma is diffuse. 

The adjustment structures appear as a sudden change in the direction of radial cell 

growth following a distinct, black, false ring that is usually discontinuous. These are all 

dextral shifts in the thin section, though their actual orientation in relation to the 

transverse axis of the plant is uncertain. Two broad vesselless zones are present in the 

thicker portion of the stem, interrupted by a thin zone of normal vessel density. 

One section made from specimen 1-4 represents a branching point where one axis 

birfurcates into two. In this specimen, two distinct piths are seen, one smaller than the 

other (fig. 15A and 15B). The wood fibers in this specimen take on an apparently chaotic 

orientation, with numerous tight curves and adjustments to compensate for the presence 

of two growth axes (fig. 15C). A good deal of compression wood is present.  

Discussion - Due to the unusual properties described above, identification of this 

wood is problematic, but based on the density of vessel elements in transverse cross-

section  alone (fig. 15D), it matches best with the Platanoid wood type I of Wheeler and 

Lehman (2000). 
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Specimen 1-5 – cf. Baileyan wood type I 

Description – Figures 16 & 17. This specimen is 1.75 cm x 0.87 cm and lacks 

true growth rings, but several false rings are present. The wood is diffuse-porous with 

exclusively solitary vessel elements (fig. 17A&B) arranged in a diagonal and/or radial 

pattern, though in many areas the vessels appear to be randomly arranged. No perforation 

plates, intervessel pits, or vessel-ray pitting are observed, probably due to poor  

preservation. The vessel elements are unusually narrow (8 µm) and dense (127 per square 

millimeter).Fibers are thin and thick walled, and no fiber pits are observed. Axial 

parenchyma is diffuse in this specimen. Rays are relatively rare in this specimen, 

multiseriate (average of 2-3 cells wide) and an average of eight cells high. Rays cells are 

a combination of upright, procumbent, and square, with procumbent the dominant type.  

False rings occur near the outer part of the specimen (fig. 17B), and are formed by 

the thickening of cell walls and chemical filling of tracheids. One slide of specimen 1-5 is 

a transverse section exhibiting a shoot (fig. 17C). There is a pronounced reorientation of 

both fibers and vessel elements in the region of the secondary shoot (fig. 17C&D). Here 

there is also a large break running parallel with the exterior of the main shoot (fig. 17E), 

in the lower half of it, and arching upward toward the secondary shoot. This feature is 

likely a rapid growth break caused by the development of the shoot. 

Discussion - This specimen compares favorably with Baileyan wood type I of 

Wheeler and Lehman (2000) based on the presence of rays 2-3 cells wide combined with 

such a high vessel element density in transverse cross section. The high vessel element 

density suggests a juvenile specimen (Timmell and Wimmer, 2007).  
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Specimen 1-6 – Baileyan wood type indet. 

Description – Figures 18 & 19. This specimen is from a vine measuring 2.6 cm x 

2.2 cm in diameter. The wood is diffuse-porous, and vessels are arranged in a diagonal 

and/or radial pattern, though in most areas appear largely random in distribution. The 

vessels are exclusively solitary and have an average density of 52 mm-2 (fig. 19A). No 

perforation plates, intervessel pitting, or vessel-ray pitting can be  observed due to poor 

preservational quality. The tangential diameter of vessels is on average 51 µm. Vessel 

length is indeterminate due to poor preservational quality, but those that are visible range 

between 150 µm and 500 µm in length. Rays are very rare in this specimen, and are both 

uniseriate and multiseriate (no more than two cells wide.) Axial parenchyma is diffuse. 

Fibers are thin-walled and no fiber pitting is observed. 

A very distinctive stem trace is present in this specimen (fig. 18 & 19B). It 

extends almost 2 mm before terminating abruptly. It is composed of two “nodes” 

separated by a constricted area, and extends outward from the pith. A false ring created 

by filled tracheids is present near the exterior of the specimen. 

Discussion - This specimen is identified as a Baileyan wood type of Wheeler and 

Lehman (2000) based on the low ray count, and the vessel size, width, and vessel element 

density andtangential diameter. Which of Baileyan wood types the may represent is 

problematic because it contains a combination of traits from both types, possibly 

representing an intermediate between the two. The ray density and vessel element density 

both are reflective of Baileyan wood type 2, but the vessel element tangential diameter is 
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within the range of Baileyan wood type I (42 µm – 68 µm), instead of the range for 

Baileyan wood type II (74 µm – 83 µm.) 

 

Specimen 1-7 – Platanoid wood type I or Baileyan wood type I 

Description – Figures 20 & 21. This is from a vine specimen measuring 2.9 cm x 

2.2 cm in diameter. The wood lacks true growth rings but possesses approximately five 

false rings produced by vessel element infilling with phenolic substances (fig. 20 & 21A). 

The wood is diffuse-porous, vessels are arranged in a diagonal and/or radial pattern, 

though their distribution appears largely random in many areas. The vessels are 

exclusively solitary and have a very high density, far exceeding 100 mm-2 (fig. 21A). No 

perforation plates, intervessel pitting, or vessel-ray pitting are  observed. The tangential 

diameter of vessel lumina averages 48µm, but vessel element length is indeterminate due 

to poor preservation. Rays are not observed “end on”, though in tangential section square, 

upright, and procumbent ray cells all occur. Variation in the form of ray cells appears not 

due to varied preservational quality and may have been due to environmental causes. 

Axial parenchyma is diffuse. Features of the fibers are indiscernible due to poor 

preservation. Two possible stem traces are present in this specimen, both on the 

outermost and thickest false ring (fig. 20 & 21B). The tangential section exhibits a long 

mechanical break which is filled in with callus tissue (fig. 21C).  

Discussion – The identification of this specimen is not possible beyond either 

Platanoid wood type I or Baileyan wood type I due to the lack of a radial section and 

preservational quality. The vessel element tangential diameter is consistent with 
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Platanoid wood type I and Baileyan wood type I of Wheeler and Lehman (2000), and the 

high vessel element density is similar to Platanoid wood type I, but this is likely more 

reflective of a juvenile age for the wood and not of taxonomic value. 

 

Specimen 1-8 – Indeterminate wood 

Description – No useful transverse or radial section was made of this specimen 

due to its small size and fragile nature, and the tangential section is of poor quality. No 

useful details can be gleaned from this specimen. 

 

Specimen 1-10 – cf. Palmoxylon 

Description – Figures 22 & 23. This is from a palm specimen measuring 3.4 cm x 

1.7 cm in diameter. The wood possesses an unusual fabric and preservation. Vessel 

elements are ovoid in shape, and appear to have been compressed and reniform in shape 

(fig. 23). The vessel elements are randomly arranged with randomly oriented fibers 

surrounding them. These compare favorably with Palmoxylon features in the dermal or 

subdermal zone (Tidwell et al., 1973). 

 

Specimen 2-2 – Baileyan wood type I 

Description – Figures 24 & 25. This specimen measures 2.7 cm x 5.2 cm, and 

contains the terminal end of one of the vines. This specimen was cut to show eight 

separate cross-sections in order to study the morphological variationat the growing end of 

the plant (fig. 24A-H). The first cross-section of 2-2 made from the most terminal part of 
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the vine contains 33.8 vessel elements per square millimeter. Wood fibers pinch on one 

side of the specimen, and flair externally from the pinching structure (fig. 24A). 

Compression wood planks other side of the flaring structure (fig. 24A). All sections are 

diffuse-porous, with vessels arranged in a diagonal and/or radial pattern and exclusively 

solitary. Axial parenchyma is absent. Average vessel element tangential width is 113.8 

µm with an average length of 1383.8 µm. Tyloses are common in the vessel elements. 

This is probably a result of environmental causes. Rays range from 1 to 3 cells wide, and 

cells are procumbent, square, and upright.  

The second cross-section of 2-2 exhibits 35.3 vessel elements per square 

millimeter (fig. 24B). The same “pinch” structure continues near one end with 

compression wood flanking it as in the first cross-section. A stem trace appears in this 

section. It is tri-lobed with the central lobe being most prominent (fig. 25A) One ring-

porous false ring is present near the exterior of the specimen and a filled-tracheid caused 

false ring occurs at the level of the stem trace (fig. 24B & 25B). 

In the third cross-section of 2-2 only part of the “pinch” structure remains (fig. 

24C). This structure however is also marked a zone of filled tracheids and a ring-porous 

false ring, with another ring-porous false ring succeeding that (fig. 24C). These two false 

rings bound a zone of diagonal fiber growth adjustment. This cross-section exhibits 26 

vessel elements per square millimeter. This section does not contain the stem trace seen 

in the previous section as the portion of this sample that survived the thin-sectioning 

process does not contain it. 
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The fourth cross-section of 2-2 continues the overall trend of decrease in vessel 

elements per square millimeter, with 20.6 vessel elements occurring per square 

millimeter (fig. 24D). This low count of vessel elements is possibly due in part to the 

presence of adjustment structures with fibers responding to the presence of a stem trace 

described below. Two stem traces are present. One of these is three-lobed, with the center 

lobe longest and terminating in a serrated end (fig. 25C). The other stem trace has a lobe-

shaped terminal end (fig. 25D). A false ring filled with phenolic substance is present at 

the same level of the stem traces (fig. 25E). The fibers adjust to and overgrow the stem 

traces, and vessel elements are absent or compressed in the overgrowth areas. The fifth 

cross-section of specimen 2-2 is similar to the fourth. No false rings are present. 21.5 

vessel elements occur per square millimeter (fig. 24E). The stem trace is still present in 

this cross-section, but has become much larger and the central lobe longer (fig. 24E & 

25F). In the sixth cross-section of specimen 2-2, the stem traces are larger and thicker, 

however the lobes are shorter and one of the lobes is detached (fig. 24F & 25G). The 

false ring present in the fifth cross-section is also present in this one, however it is more 

faint (24F). The vessel element density is slightly greater at 28.5 per square millimeter. A 

few faint, ring-porous false rings are present on one side of the specimen. These are 

likely complete false rings; however, the preserved portion of the specimen in the thin 

section does not allow observation of their full length. 

 In the seventh cross-section of specimen 2-2 the stem traces may not be clearly 

observed due to breakage of the specimen during sawing. (fig.24G) The stem traces 

appear to be smaller in this specimen (fig. 25H). One false ring characterized by an 
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absence of vessel elements is present on one side the specimen. There are 24 vessel 

elements occur per square millimeter. 

 Four to five false rings occur in the eighth cross-section of specimen 2-2 (fig. 

24H). The types of rings in order from interior to exterior are: one is vessel-porous, the 

second is an adjustment structure, the third is filled tracheids, and the outermost has 

vessels absent. The outermost layer of the specimen is vesselless, though it is not clear if 

this represents a false ring. The vessel elements are increasingly compressed from the one 

side of the specimen to the other. The vessel elements continue their fluctuation in 

density, with 26.3 vessel elements occurring per square millimeter in this cross-section. 

The stem traces are absent in this cross-section. 

 Discussion –In the series of cross-sections from this specimen we see a 

maturation series proximally from the tip. The vessel element density decreases as 

expected with maturity, going from a juvenile count of 35.3 per square millimeter in the 

juvenile portion to an average of 24.5 per square millimeter in the mature portion, 

representing a 30.6% decrease in density with maturity. This decrease occurs abruptly 

between the second and third cross-sections, the latter of which was approximately 35 

mm proximal from the tip. Identification of this specimen was based on the low vessel 

element density, and the width of the ray cells which include uniseriate rays. These are 

exclusive to the Baileyan wood type I (Wheeler and Lehman, 2000). 
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Specimen 2-4 – Baileyan wood type II 

Description – Figure 26. This vine specimen measures 3.1 cm x 2.8 cm in 

diameter. No true growth rings are present in this specimen. Three false rings are present, 

created by a decrease in both density and diameter of the vessel elements. The wood is 

diffuse-porous with vessels arranged in a diagonal and/or radial pattern, and exclusively 

solitary. No perforation plates, intervessel pitting, or vessel-ray pitting are observed. 

Mean tangential diameter of the vessel elements is 98.7 µm, and they have a density of 

22 per square millimeter. Fibers are very thin-walled, and no fiber pitting is observed. 

Axial parenchyma is diffuse-in-aggregates. 

Discussion – Identification of this specimen is based on the low vessel element 

density with large vessel element tangential diameter.  

 

Specimen 2-10 – Platanoid wood type I 

Description – Figure 27 & 28. This specimen has a diameter of 1.67 cm x 1.91 

cm and lacks true growth rings but possesses false rings filled with phenolic substance. 

The wood is diffuse porous, vessels are arranged in a diagonal and/or radial pattern, and 

exclusively solitary. Perforation plates, intervessel pitting, and vessel-ray pitting are  not 

observed. Mean tangential diameter of the vessel elements is 63.2 µm, and the vessels 

exhibit a density of 69.4 mm-2. Mean vessel element length is 1,607.8 µm (1.6 mm), 

though difficulty in distinguishing the terminal ends of the vessel elements in this 

specimen casts some doubt on this measurement, and it may represent an overestimation. 
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Tyloses are common, though this is likely due to environmental causes and not a 

diagnostic feature. Rays are 1 to 3 cells wide. The rays are of two distinct sizes, ranging 

from 671 to 1877 µm (average 1,230). Both upright and square ray cells are present. This 

specimen shows internal mechanical fracturing, probably a result of rapid growth 

(Timmell and Wimmer, 2007). Vessel elements are slightly more abundant in zones 

succeeding each false ring. 

Discussion –Identification of this specimen is based on vessel element density 

and tangential diameter, but also on ray height. Though uniseriate rays are present, these 

are relatively rare. The rays are narrower than is typical for Platanoid wood type I; this 

might indicate a greater morphological variation in this wood type than previously 

described. 

 

 Specimen 3-1 – cf. Platanoid wood type I 

Description – Figure 29 & 30. This specimen has a diameter of 2.62 cm x 1.98 

cm. The wood is diffuse-porous with vessels arranged in a diagonal and/or radial pattern, 

and exclusively solitary. The mean tangential diameter of vessel elements is 29.5 µm, 

their length is length of 1.78 mm, and density is 66.7 mm-2. Intervessel pitting and vessel-

ray pitting are not observed, and fiber pitting is alternate. Axial parenchyma is diffuse. 

Rays range from 1 to 3 cells wide and cells are procumbent, square, and upright. Four 

false rings are present, three centrally located and one near the exterior of the specimen. 

The inner three are filled with a phenolic substance, as is the outer one for half of its 

length and ring-porous for the remainder. A clockwise-twisted adjustment structure is 
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present near the pith. Two possible stem traces are present, these though are likely 

“pinch” structures (fig. 29 & 30). What appear to be exterior wounds are present on one 

side and coincident with false rings filled with phenolic substance (fig. 30). A good deal 

of fiber overgrowth of the wounds with remodeled callus material is present. Possible bits 

of original muddy sediment adhere to one side. Wounds appear as solid black lines, with 

a “crack” in the middle, arched up to a pinnacle at one point (stem trace?) (fig. 30), and 

fibers overgrow these from breaks in the ring or from the side. In a second cross-section 

of this specimen, root-like structures are found on the side with the damaged false rings 

(fig. 30), adjustment structures, and there is some possible compression wood running 

into the attached sediment matrix.  

Discussion –Identification of this specimen was based on the vessel element 

density and tangential diameter. The small ray size and alternate fiber pitting is, however, 

problematic for a definite diagnosis as Platanoid wood type I. 

 

 Specimen 3-8 -  cf. Platanoid wood type I 

Description – Figure 31. Three transverse cross-sections were made of this 1.67 

cm x 1.19 cm diameter vine specimen, but no tangential or radial sections were made 

because of its fragility and small size. The wood is diffuse-porous with vessels arranged 

in a diagonal and/or radial pattern, and exclusively solitary. One possible simple 

perforation plate was observed, though this is uncertain due to poor preservation. 

Intervessel pitting, or vessel-ray pitting are not observed. Mean vessel element transverse 

cross-sectional density is 56.3 per square millimeter.  
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 In one cross-section (#1) a large, wedge-shaped segment of callus wood is present 

in one  portion of the specimen. Approximately 120° from this wedge-shaped structure, 

two discrete portions of vesselless wood are present in a linear arrangement (one more 

interior and along the same radial line as the other). These are surrounded by an 

abundance of vessel elements, approximately half of which are filled with phenolic 

substance. The wood fibers adjusted and grew around these structures, and they have the 

appearance of old callus wood. Near the exterior, one false ring composed of counter-

clockwise twisted adjustment wood, is succeeded by three to five ring-porous false rings. 

 A second cross-section of this specimen (#2) contains several ring-porous false 

rings, and two discontinuous rings filled with phenolic substance. The old callus wood 

structures observed in the first cross-section are also present here, but are closer to each 

other such that they are now adjacent.  

 Discussion – Due to the lack of transverse and radial sections for this specimen, 

its identification is based on the density of vessel elements falling within the range of 

Platanoid wood type I (31 – 67 mm2). 

 

Specimen 3-10 – Indeterminate wood 

Description – Figure 32 & 33. This is a tangential section of an exterior vine 

portion containing at least two shoot stubs. Alternate, minute (< 4 µm diameter) 

intervessel pits are present, and the vessel elements have a tangential diameter of 42.1 

µm. Rays range in width from as few as three cells wide to as many as seventeen, are 

non-aggregate, and all less than 1 mm in length. 
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One central shoot stub is present, with a pith-like interior and fibers and vessel 

elements of the main shoot extending toward it, giving it a “sunburst” pattern in thin-

section (fig. 32 & 33). Adjacent to this is a smaller shoot that branched off from the base 

of the main shoot, which lacks the radiating fiber/vessel elements (fig. 32 & 33). Above 

these two, one very small structure is present that appears to be the transverse cross-

section of a third shoot emanating from the base of the first (fig. 32 & 33), but it is not 

clear if this is the case based on the small size of the structure and the lack of 

distinguishable vessel elements within it. The wood fibers adjust around these structures, 

with an abundance of surrounding and interior vessel elements filled with phenolic 

substance. Adjacent to the first shoot, two mechanical cracks likely due to rapid growth 

are present (fig. 32 & 33). 

 Discussion – Because only one cross-section through a branch stump was made 

from this specimen, and it obviously underwent a great deal of modification during life, 

an identification of this specimen is not possible. 

 

Specimen 3-12 – Platanoid wood type I 

Description – Figure 34 & 35. This vine specimen measures 2.4 cm x 1.4 cm in 

diameter. The wood is diffuse-porous with vessels arranged in a diagonal and/or radial 

pattern, and exclusively solitary. One scalariform perforation plate is observed in this 

specimen, with at least ten bars (fig. 35B). Intervessel and vessel-ray pits are not 

observed. Vessel element tangential diameter is an average of 25 µm, and vessels have an 

average length of 922 µm. Axial parenchyma is diffuse. Rays are uniseriate and 
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multiseriate, 1 to 3 cells wide. The ray cells are upright, square, and procumbent, and 

vary between 4 per square millimeter and 12 per square millimeter. Rays exhibit a 

roughly aggregate structure. One half of the specimen exhibits highly wavy fibers and 

axial parenchyma (fig. 35A), and the other side exhibits an abundance of compression 

wood (fig. 34). In between these two halves, in a linear pattern bisecting the vine, is a 

zone of vesselless wood. 

 Discussion – Identification of this specimen is based on all above features except 

for the unusually narrow rays for Platanoid wood type I. This feature may be due to 

environmental causes, or perhaps these woods  represent a unique type. 

 

Specimen 3-14 – Baileyan wood type II 

Description – Figure 36 & 37. This wood is from a vine specimen that measures 

2.4 cm x 1.7 cm in diameter. Three cross-sections of this specimen were made. The wood 

is diffuse-porous with vessels arranged in a diagonal and/or radial pattern, and 

exclusively solitary. One scalariform perforation plate is observed with fewer than 10 

bars. Intervessel and vessel-ray pits are not observed. Tangential width of the vessel 

elements averages 63.7 µm. Vessel element density is indeterminate due to the 

abundance of vesselless areas of the wood. Fibers possess distinctly bordered pits. Axial 

parenchyma is diffuse. Ray cells vary from 1 to 3 cells wide, and occur in a density less 

than four rays per square millimeter.  
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In one cross-section (#1) two callus structures similar to those present in specimen 

3-8 are observed (fig. 36 & 37). In a second cross-section (#2) there are two false rings 

composed of vessel elements filled with phenolic substance (fig. 36).  

Discussion –Identification of this specimenis based on the low ray density, 

narrow ray width, and scalariform perforation plates with fewer than 10 bars, but is 

slightly problematic due to the relatively narrow tangential vessel element diameter. This 

could be a result of environmental causes, or may represent a more juvenile condition, 

because some modern woody plants demonstrate smaller rays in the juvenile state versus 

the adult state (Timmell and Wimmer, 2007). 

 

Specimen 3-15 – Indeterminate wood 

Description – Figure 38 & 39. Five transverse cross-sections were made of this 

specimen, though no useable tangential or radial sections could be made. The wood is 

1.51 cm x 0.79 cm in diameter, diffuse-porous with vessels arranged in a diagonal and/or 

radial pattern, and exclusively solitary. The wood contains a combination of juvenile 

wood with abundant vessels and mature, comparatively “vessel poor” wood, with vessel 

densities in excess of 100 per square millimeter and 42.3 per square millimeter 

respectively. The relative proportion of juvenile to mature wood decreases from cross-

section, to cross-section 5. There is about ~75% juvenile wood in the first cross-section, 

~50% in the third, and juvenile wood is absent by the fifth cross-section (fig. 38). 
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Discussion – No diagnosis is possible with this section owing to a lack of 

transverse and radial sections. The vessel element density falls within the range of 

Baileyan wood type II (16 – 53 mm-2) and Platanoid wood type I (31 – 67 mm-2). 

 

 

Specimen 3-16 – Baileyan wood type I 

Description – . Only one tangential section could be made from this wood before 

the specimen could no longer be trimmed. Vessel-ray pitting is reduced to simple 

borders. Average vessel tangential diameter is 45µm, although this is only based on two 

good measurements. Vessel element length is 156.5 µm, though again this is based on 

only two good measurements. Tyloses are common in this specimen, but these are likely 

due to environmental causes rather than of taxonomic value (Timmell and Wimmer, 

2007). Rays range from 1 to 3 cells wide and cells are procumbent, square, and upright, 

with procumbent cells dominant. 

Discussion – Identification of this specimen is based on the tangential vessel 

element diameter, narrow ray width including some uniseriate rays, and the procumbent, 

square, and upright ray cells. This specimen was unfortunately lost before it could be 

imaged. 

 

Specimen 3-21 – Baileyan wood type II 
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Description – Figure 40. This specimen is 1.91 cm x 1.43 cm in diatmeter. The 

wood is diffuse-porous with vessels arranged in a diagonal and/or radial pattern, and 

exclusively solitary. Scalariform perforation plates are observed with up to 20 bars. 

Tangential vessel diameter averages of 36 µm, and exhibits a density of 36.9 per square 

millimeter.  Vessel element length is generally less than 350 µm, though this is likely an 

underestimate because no complete, full-length vessel elements are well preserved. 

Discussion –Identification of this wood is based on all above features except for 

the narrow vessel element tangential diameter, which again maybe environmental or 

ontogenetic in nature.  Also visible in thin-section is the presence of coprolitic-like 

material adhering to the exterior of several specimens. The tan coloration, organic 

fragment content, and micritic texture are all consistent with specimens examined by 

Chin and Kirkland (1998) and Chin (2007). This material is present on the exteriors of 

specimens 1-2, 1-8, 2-2, 3-1, and 3-4 (Fig. 38). Further analysis with SEM would be 

useful to better describe this material. The possible presence of coprolitic material on the 

specimens would indicate the regular presence of herbivores in the area. The thin sections 

of these specimens show no signs of digestion (Chin, 2007) as the integrity of the internal 

structure is intact and complete, and so the presence of coprolitic material indicates 

surface deposition rather than ingestion of the vines themselves. 

 

Interpretation of Wood Anatomy 

 Timmel and Wimmer (2007) state that, generally, false rings formed by filled 

tracheids are generated by loss or removal of a portion of the plant, rings produced by 
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vessel element variation are caused by environmental conditions or events, and rings due 

to adjustment structures are formed from adjustment to spatial conditions the plant grows 

in. The most common type of false ring present in the specimens examined are tracheid-

filled. These are present in the majority of specimens. Second to this are vessel element-

based false rings, and finally adjustment structure-based rings. Three specimens (2-2, 2-

10, and 3-16) possess tyloses in the vessel element structures, also indicative of removal 

of part of the plant (Timmel and Wimmer, 2007). These structures occur also in 

specimens with tracheid-filled false rings, though the two do not necessarily co-occur. 

Other specimens with tracheid-filled false rings lack tyloses. False rings created by 

variations in vessel element density are the result of environmental factors, but without 

sufficient information on the life history of these vines, the specific cause cannot be 

determined.  

In general, three environmental factors most affect plants that could produce 

vessel element-based rings: soil conditions, sunlight exposure, and water 

levels/conditions. Soil conditions, such as pH, mineral and nutrient content, and moisture 

are strongly affected  by water conditions at the site, and changes in these conditions 

affect ring spacing of true vessel element-based rings rather than create individual false 

ones (Timmel and Wimmer, 2007). Thus, assuming constant sunlight exposure over the 

general area (or negligible variations of sunlight exposure), the observed vessel element 

variations are likely reflective of variations in local water levels and input amounts. 

Given the lack of evidence for strong seasonality during deposition of the Aguja 

Formation (Wheeler and Lehman, 2001), the presence of rings in the conifer wood could 
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also be further evidence of this (Timmel and Wimmer, 2007). Unfortunately, without 

growth rate information, the frequency of these variations cannot be determined.  

 The frequent occurrence of branch stump morphologies consistent with shearing 

removal (see experimental results in chapter 4) indicates that the vines underwent 

shearing on a regular basis. Normal environmentally-caused damage results in breakage 

of branches rather than shearing (Timmel and Wimmer, 2007), therefore the presence of 

sheared branch stump morphology in multiple specimens indicates a non-environmental 

cause. The most likely cause of shearing branch removal is herbivory. 
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TABLE 1. Table summarizing external branch stump analysis results, based on 

comparison to the branch removal experiment. 

Specimen Number of branch 

stumps 

Type 

Large unsectioned Platanoid/Icacinoid vine 1 2 1 Shear, 1 

break 

Large unsectioned  Platanoid/Icacinoid vine 2 2 Break 

Large unsectioned  Platanoid/Icacinoid vine 3 1 Shear 

1-5  cf. Baileyan wood type I 2 Shear 

1-6 Baileyan wood type indet. 1 Shear? 

1-9 Not sectioned 1 Break 

1-13 Not sectioned 1 Break 

2-7 Not sectioned 1 Shear 

3-10 Indeterminant wood 1 Shear 

3-11 Not sectioned 1 Break 

3-18 Not sectioned 1 Break 

3-19 Not sectioned 1 Shear 

3-22 Not sectioned 1 Shear 
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Figure 13. Conifer wood specimen 1‐3 transverse section; ring clusters highlighted with 
brackets. 
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Figure 14. ?Platanoid wood type I specimen 1‐4 in transverse section; false rings 
created by adjustment structures are highlighted by arrows. 10.5x magnification. 
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 A         B 

 C         D 

Figure 15. ?Platanoid wood type I, specimen 1‐4 in thin section. Both the A) larger and 
B) smaller piths, C) the extreme adjustment structures, and D) transverse cross section 
are all shown. A, B, & C) 100x magnification and D) 40x magnification. 
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Figure 16. ?Baileyan wood type I specimen 1‐5 transverse section; false rings created 
by phenolic‐substance‐filled tracheids are indicated by arrows. Post‐lithification 
matrix‐filled areas are indicated by the bold arrow. 10.5x magnification. 
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 A    B 

          C             D 

     E 

Figure 17. Photomicrographs of cf. Baileyan wood type I specimen 1-5. Showing A) 
dense, narrow vessel elements from a transverse section of a shoot from the main 
shoot and B) filled-tracheid caused false rings in the same section; C) another shoot 
branching off of the main shoot in tangential section, and D) a closer view of the 
reoriented vessel elements and fibers; and E) a the rapid-growth caused mechanical 
breakage also in tangential section. A-C) 40x magnification and D &E) 100x 
magnification.
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Figure 18. Indeterminate Baileyan wood type I specimen 1‐6 transverse section. An 
external, filled‐tracheid ring and a stem trace are indicated by arrows. 10.5x 
magnification. 
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 B 

Figure 19. Baileyan wood type indet., specimen 1‐6 in A) transverse section and B) 
assembled panoramic showing the stem trace. A) 100x magnification and B) 40x 
magnification. 
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Figure 20.  Platanoid or Baileyan wood type specimen 1‐7 transverse section. Two 
possible stem traces are indicated by arrows. One wound structure with minor 
associated callus material is indicated by bold arrow. 10.5 x magnification. 
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 A    B 

 C 

 

Figure 21. Platanoid wood type I or Baileyan wood type I, specimen 1-7 transverse 
section showing A) two of the filled-tracheid caused false rings near the pith and B) 
one of the possible stem traces. C) Tangential section showing mechanical break 
filled with callus tissue. A-C) 100x magnification. 
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   Figure 22. cf. Palmoxylon specimen 1‐10 transverse section. 10.5x magnification. 
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Figure 23. cf. Palmoxylon, specimen 1‐10 transverse section, showing the reniform 
vessel elements. 100x magnification. 
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Figure 24. Baileyan wood type I, specimen 2‐2 transverse cross sections, beginning from the most 
terminal (A), and proceeding to the most proximal (H). A) Pinch structure and compression wood zone 
in first cross section highlighted by a white arrow. B) Stem trace in second cross section marked by the 
white arrow, and tracheid‐filled false ring marked by the blue arrow. C) Third cross section. Pinch 
structure marked by the white arrow, and the tracheid‐filled false ring marked by the blue. D) Fourth 
cross‐section. Stem trace is marked by a white arrow, and the second stem trace is marked by a blue 
arrow. E‐F) Stem trace is clearly seen in these cross‐sections, with F) examples of two ring porous false 
rings marked by white arrows. G) remnant of stem trace in seventh cross‐section marked by a white 
arrow. H) Eighth and final cross‐section of specimen 2‐2. A‐H) 10.5x magnification. 
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24B 

    Figure 24 Continued. 
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 24C 

  Figure 24 Continued. 
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24D 

  Figure 24 Continued. 
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24E 

  Figure 24 Continued. 
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24F 

  Figure 24 Continued. 
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  Figure 24 Continued. 
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  Figure 24 Continued. 
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 C         D 

 

 

Figure 25. (this page) Baileyan wood type I, specimen 2‐2 transverse sections. A‐B) 
Cross‐section #2 showing A) the beginning of the stem trace and false ring created by 
filled‐tracheids at the same radial level as the stem trace. C‐E) Cross‐section #4 
showing A) a larger tangential portion of the same stem trace and D) a possible second 
stem trace, and E) (next page) a false ring created by filled‐tracheids at the same radial 
level as the stem trace shown in C. A‐D) 100x magnification. 

Figure 25. (cont’d next page) F) Cross section #5 showing a much larger trangential 
section of the same stem trace. G) Cross‐section #6 showing another tangential 
section of the same stem trace. H) Cross‐section #7 showing the remaining portion of 
the stem trace in this specimen. F‐H) 100x magnification. 
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Figure 25 Continued. 
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Figure 26. Baileyan wood type II, specimen 2‐4 in transverse section. False rings are 
indicated by arrows; note the abundance of compression wood. 10.5x magnification. 
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Figure 27. Platanoid wood type I, specimen 2‐10 in transverse section. Filled‐tracheid 
false rings are  indicated by arrows; vesselless false ring indicated by bold arrow. Note 
zone of compression wood between the outer two highlighted arrows. 10.5 x 
magnification. 
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Figure 28. Platanoid wood type I, specimen 2‐10 tangential section showing transverse 
section of a shoot structure and rapid‐growth caused mechanical cracks marked by 
arrows. 10.5 x magnification. 
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               B 

Figure 29. cf. Platanoid wood type I, specimen 3‐1 transverse sections. A) One 
transverse section, and B) second transverse section. False rings are indicated by 
arrows, and pinch structures are indicated by bold arrows. A‐B) 10.5x magnification. 
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Figure 30. cf. Platanoid wood type I, specimen 3‐1 transverse section 40x 
magnification.  Possible root structures are highlighted by white arrows and wound 
structures are highlighted by the bold arrows. The blue bold arrow indicates a possible 
stem trace. ~20x magnification. 
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Figure 31. cf. Platanoid wood type I, specimen 3‐8 (A) one transverse section and B) a 
second transverse section. Solid arrows indicate vesselless patches, the bold arrow 
indicates the wedge‐shaped callus structure, and the dashed arrows indicate examples 
of false rings seen in the specimen. A‐B) 10.5x magnification. 
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Figure 32. Indet. wood specimen 3‐10 tangential section with one definite and two 
probable stem traces in transverse section (highlighted by white arrows. 10.5x 
magnification. 
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Figure 33. Indet. wood specimen 3‐10 tangential section assembled panoramic, 40x 
magnification. Stem traces are marked by white arrows. 40x magnification. 
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Figure 34. Platanoid wood type I, specimen 3‐12 in transverse section. Compression 
wood is indicated by bold arrow. Wavey fibers and axial parenchyma not clearly 
visible here, though these are present in the region of the narrow arrow. 10.5x 
magnification. 
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Figure 35. Platanoid wood type I, specimen 3‐12 in A) transverse section in 40x and B) 
tangential section in 400x magnification. A) Wavy axial parenchyma and B) scalariform 
perforation plate. A) 40x magnification. B) 400x magnification. 
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Figure 36. Baileyan woody type II, specimen 3‐14 in transverse section. A) vesselless 
zone (bold arrows) and B) phenolic substance‐filled false ring  (narrow arrow). A‐B) 
10.5x magnification. 
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Figure 37. Baileyan woody type II, specimen 3‐14 assembled panoramic in transverse 
section, 40x magnification. Wedge‐shaped callus structure marked by arrow. 40x 
magnification. 
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 38A 

Figure 38. Indeterminate wood specimen 3‐15 transverse sections A) 1 through F) 6. A‐
F) 10.5x magnification. 
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Figure 38 Continued. 
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Figure 38 Continued. 
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Figure 38 Continued. 
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Figure 38 Continued. 
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 38F 

Figure 38 Continued. 
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Figure 39. Indeterminate wood specimen 3‐15 transverse sections 1‐5, 40x 
magnification. A) section 1, B) section 2, C) section 3, D) section 4, E) section 5. A‐E) 
40x magnification.
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Figure 40. Baileyan wood type II specimen 3‐21 transverse section. 10.5x 
magnification.  
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 A    B 

 C      D 

 E      F 

Figure 41. Examples of different branch removal surfaces on the preserved vines. Leaf 
pull‐off structure in (A) side and (B) apicalviews (specimen 3‐10), breakage in (C) side 
and  (D)  transverse  views  (specimen  3‐11),  and  shear  in  (E)  side  and  (F)  transverse 
views (specimen 3‐22).  A‐F) 6x magnification. 
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Figure 42. Possible coprolitic material adhering to exterior of vine specimens. A) 
Specimen 1‐2 transverse specimen, B) specimen 1‐8 transverse section, C) specimen 3‐
1 transverse section, and D) specimen 3‐4 transverse section. A‐D) ~20x magnification. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 BRANCH  REMOVAL EXPERIMENT 

 

During the course of the investigation it was noticed that several fossil vine 

specimens possess branch stumps, with the appearance of having been removed during 

life. Upon further investigation the terminal ends of the branch stumps were found to 

possess a variety of morphologies and surface textures indicating potentially unique 

pollarding structures for different mechanical removal types (fig. 43). It was 

hypothesized that perhaps mechanical shearing, such as that which would be done by 

browsing hadrosaurs and ceratopsians, would leave a unique branch stump morphology 

and/or texture that could be recognizable.  

To test this, an experiment was conducted involving the mechanical removal of 

living modern vine and tree branches and examination of the removal surfaces. The 

branch removal was carried out with a standard set of commercially available scissors. 

Scissors were used to simulate the shearing dentition of hadrosaurs and ceratopsians, and 

varied to approximate their relative “dullness”, but still being sharp enough to cut through 

small branches. Initially a set of stainless steel, teflon-coated garden hand shears was 

used, but these were found to be inappropriate because they were too sharp to simulate 

vertebrate teeth. All cuts with these produced a smooth, flat cut surface, which is not 

observed in nature generally (pers. obs.), and is unlikely to have been produced by the 
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beaks and teeth of hadrosaur and ceratopsian dinosaurs. Second, a large pair of culinary 

scissors was used, but these were excluded for the same reason. Finally, a pair of 

standard, well-worn scissors, lacking any specializations for increased sharpness was 

used, and these produced the desired results. They were sharp enough to cut through the 

branches, but dull enough so that the branch provided some resistance in the process, as 

would likely occur during cropping by hadrosaur and ceratopsian dinosaurs. The rest of 

the experiment was carried out with these scissors.  

Approximately 100 cuttings were made of branches from six species that were 

randomly selected for this experiment, comprising as wide a variety of taxonomic range 

as is available locally (comprising vines, conifer, and angiosperm wood types.) These 

species include three species of vines were used to test the response of vine wood to 

mechanical stress; these were: Pueraria montana (fig. 44), Parthenocissus quinquefolia 

(Virginia creeper) (fig. 45), and Mitchella repens (partridge berry) (fig. 46), and in 

addition to these three tree species were tested: Gleditsia triacanthos (honey locust) (fig. 

47), Pinus edulis (Colorado pinon) (fig. 48 and 50), and Quercus palustris (pin oak) (fig. 

49). All plants were identified using the multichotomous tree identification key provided 

by Virginia Tech’s Department of Forest Resources and Environmental Conservation 

website (http://www.cnr.vt.edu/dendro/dendrology/idit.htm). It was uncertain whether 

different wood types would respond differently to mechanical stress and thus yield 

different breakage/shear surfaces, so a wide range was tested to account for this. 

Photographs were taken of many examples, and observations recorded. These are listed 

and illustrated in the following chapter. 
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Mechanical Properties of Wood 

Wood, broadly speaking, is composed of a series of parallel, longitudinal fibers 

(tracheids and vessel elements of taxonomically varying proportions, except in conifers 

where vessel elements are lacking) and radial rays perpendicular to these. Together they 

provide structural support for woody stems to resist stresses they experience naturally and 

have adapted to. Furthermore, plants are capable of restructuring the internal architecture 

of woody stems in order to adapt to additional stresses experienced by the plant regularly 

or irregularly (Timmell and Wimmer, 2007). This fiber structure leads also to a strong 

inequality in tensile strength in the transverse versus longitudinal direction, with 

longitudinal tensile strength being an order of magnitude higher (Reiterer et al., 2002). 

Once the tensile strength limit has been exceeded in the transverse direction, the wood 

begins to fail in a fiber-by-fiber sequence on a microscale (Ennos and van Casteren, 

2010), and then catastrophically fails on a macroscopic scale. 

 During bending, one transverse half of a stem experiences tensile stress, and the 

other half experiences compressive stress with a region of neutral stress in between. 

During failure due to tensile stress, the branch fails in the region of the transverse half 

experiencing tensile stress, but this stress shifts longitudinally, along the direction of the 

fibers, once the zone of failure has propagated past the region of tensile stress and reaches 

the zone of neutral stress. This results in a propagation of the break longitudinally, as 

fibers pull apart rather than strictly break, causing the characteristic “greenstick” fracture 

of woody stems. Eventually, the compressive stress on the other transverse half of the 
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stem results in failure, though further longitudinally along the stem, and this produces the 

beveled or “stair step” stump morphology, as described below.  

 

Vine Cutting Experiment 

Branches were systematically removed from Gleditsia triacanthos (honey locust), 

Mitchella repens (partridge berry), Parthenocissus quinquefolia (Virginia creeper), Pinus 

edulis (Colorado pinon), Pueraria montana, and Quercus palustris (pin oak). Three of 

these (M. repens, P. montana, and P. quinquefolia), are species of vines observed to be 

ground-scrambling. The latter three plants were selected to test the response of vine wood 

to different stress types, were ground-scrambling, and readily available. The others 

include dicotyledonous, angiosperm wood (G. triacanthos and Q. palustris), and one 

conifer (P. edulis.)  Different wood types were selected in order to assess possible 

variation in failure morphology in wood types across different taxonomic groups. Post-

removal stump morphologies were found to be of a few different types regardless of 

taxonomy or age of wood (green vs. dry). Broadly, three stump morphologies were 

found, one for each type of removal tested (shearing, breakage, or leaf pull-off.) 

 Shearing – Shearing produced a beveled or “stair-step” stump. This form of 

removal produces a low-relief, beveled surface with one portion being noticeably, though 

not significantly, higher than the rest of the surface. Three varieties of this type exist, 

depending on the position of the raised portion. The first type exhibits a raised platform-

like structure on the edge of the stump, less than 50% of its width, and very minor 

splintering at the central edge. The second exhibits a triangular peak in the central portion 
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of the stump, flanked by relatively flat portions of stump surface. The third type is a 

simple, flat, sometime wholly inclined, surface. The degree of splintering is minor as a 

result of shearing, increasing slightly, though noticeably, in dry versus green branches. A 

fourth type of stump morphology occasionally occurs, though is rare, in which a concave 

“pit”, deepest in the center, forms. This usually results when the bark is relatively very 

tough and elastic compared to the internal wood, and the bark bends inward with the 

shear force and protects the wood immediately internal to that.  

 Breakage - Breakage surfaces are much more exaggerated in their appearance 

and morphology. The same stair-stepped or beveled morphology results, but is 

significantly more pronounced than in that produced by shearing, and the lower 

“platform” contains a good deal of splintering, usually extending up to the same level as 

the upper “platform”. A second type of stump morphology is one of pure splintering. The 

splinters are fairly long, and sometimes associated with a portion of the stump with a long 

bark-deep scar running down a portion of the exterior of the branch. 

 Leaf Pull-off - The third type of stump morphology results from the pulling-off 

of leaves from the branch. This always results in a dimpled or concave scar in the shape 

of the attachment portion of the leaf stem. 

 It should be noted that the differences in stump morphology cease to exist in 

branches with a diameter of less than ~2 mm. 
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Discussion and Summary 

 The experiment with the branch removal demonstrates that there is little variation 

in resultant stump morphologies across broad taxonomic groups. Conifer wood and 

angiosperm wood across several orders all respond in basically the same way to 

mechanical stress, with the only significant variation resulting from how green or dry the 

wood is. Minor differences were found in the stump morphology of broken dry versus 

green stems, and also between dry versus green sheared stems, but further 

experimentation and a statistical analysis would have to be done to properly assess these 

subtle differences. 

 Depending on the type of stress, woody stem removal as tested here results in a 

unique stump morphology.  Shearing produces a reduced beveled structure as a result of 

stunted “greenstick” fracturing during the shearing process. One of four distinctive 

versions of this style of failure is possible, though one of these is rare. The three common 

results are a raised platform-like structure on the edge of the stump with minor central 

splintering, a triangular peak in the central portion of the stump, flanked by relatively flat 

portions, and a simple, flat, sometime wholly inclined, surface. The rare fourth variety is 

a simple concave surface, especially if the bark is relatively tough and elastic compared 

to the internal wood. Breakage without shearing results in a more typical greenstick 

fracture, with an exaggerated beveled or “stair step” morphology, and abundant 

splintering.  

 These varied morphologies are preservable on fossilized wood specimens. 

Obviously, taphonomic wear, either pre- or post-lithification, can result in alteration to 
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the original stump morphology. Most likely this results in the diminishment and rounding 

of the stump surface, giving the incorrect appearance of a sheared rather than broken 

stem surface. Care must be taken to assess only wood fragments or whole branches that 

have undergone a minimal of transport. This requires a thorough paleoenvironmental 

investigation (see chapter 5). Locality GS-9 provides an ideal setting for this kind of 

investigation, as the fossil vines collected there occur in the original place they grew, 

with extremely little or, in most cases, no transport. 
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Figure 43. Schematic diagram depicting different types of shear and breakage stump 
morphologies, with each type numbered according to the appropriate type discussed in 
the text. 
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 A          B 

C         D 

 E          F 

Figure 44. Specimen of Pueraria montana A) whole specimen with ruler for scale, B – 
D) branch sheared in side view (B and C) and top/cross‐sectional view (D), and E – F) 
broken branch. 
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 A       B 

 C        D 

 E 

Figure 45. Specimen of Parthenocissus quinquefolia A) whole specimen with ruler for 
scale, B – D.) branch sheared in side view (B and C) and top/cross‐sectional view (D), 
and E) in natural growth position. 
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 A        B           

 C 

Figure 46.  Mitchella repens A) whole specimen, sheared branch in side view (B) and 
top/cross‐sectional view C). 
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 A           B 

 C            D            

 E          F           

 G 

Figure 47. Gleditsia triacanthos A) whole specimen with 15 cm long pen for scale. B – 
C) Broken stem  in B) side and C) top/cross‐sectional views. D – E) Leaf pull‐off surface 
in D) side and E) “top” views. F – G.) Sheared branch in F) side and G) top/cross‐
sectional views. 
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 A         B           

 C         D          

 E         F 

Figure 48. Pinus edulis A) whole specimen with 4 cm long nail clippers for scale. B – D) 
Sheared branch in B) side and C) top/cross‐sectional views with D) another sheared 
branch in side view. E – F) Broken branch in E) side and F) top/cross‐sectional view. 
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 A     B 

 C      D 

 E 

Figure 49. Quercus palustris A) whole specimen with 4 cm long nail clippers for scale. B 
– C) Two sheared branches in side views. D – E) Broken branch in D) side and E) 
top/cross‐sectional views. 
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 A     B      

 C     D       

 E 

Figure 50. Pinus edulis showing somewhat different shear/breakage morphologies. A) 
whole specimen with ruler for scale. B – C) Sheared branch in B) side and C) top/cross‐
sectional views. D – E) Broken branch in D) side and E) top/cross‐sectional views. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 VERTEBRATE FAUNA 

 The Aguja Formation has yielded a diverse fossil vertebrate fauna consisting of 

sharks, rays, bony fishes, turtles, squamates, amphibians, mammals, crocodylians, 

dinosaurs, and pterosaurs (Rowe et al.., 1992). An account of previous works and 

descriptions of the entire known Aguja fauna were given by Lehman (1985), Rowe et al. 

(1992), Cifelli (1994), and Sankey (2001, 2006).  A fragmentary assemblage of fossil 

vertebrates occurs in the concretionary sandstone interval immediately below the vine-

bearing horizon at locality GS-9 (unit #2 shown in figure 4, chapter 2).  Given below is a 

description of this faunal assemblage, and a discussion of its significance for 

paleoenvironmental interpretation of the vine-bearing interval.  The faunal assemblage 

found within the vine-bearing interval itself (unit #3 shown in figure 4, chapter 2) 

consists almost exclusively of hadrosaurian dinosaurs, and is the subject of M. 

Westerfield's thesis research (in progress). 

 

Faunal Assemblage below the Vine-Bearing Interval 

 The concretionary sandstone bed immediately below the vine-bearing horizon 

(the top of unit #2 at GS-9; correlated with the top of the Terlingua Creek sandstone 

member) contains abundant small ostreid bivalves (Crassostrea sp.).  Most of the bivalve 

shells are broken and abraded.  Few specimens are complete, and none are preserved with 
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both valves articulated in situ.  Mixed in with the abundant ostreid bivalve shells are a 

few isolated whole cardid bivalve shells (Venericardia sp.).  A single fragmentary crab 

pincer was also found.  The vertebrate bones and teeth found here occur as isolated 

elements in this sandy shell "hash" matrix.  The bones are typically broken and abraded.  

Few specimens are complete, and none of the bones are preserved in articulation.  The 

specimens collected from this interval include representatives of typical Aguja 

vertebrates such as chondrichthyans, turtles, crocodylians, and dinosaurs.  Given the 

fragmentary nature of the specimens, most taxonomic identifications can be made only at 

the family level or higher.  Despite this, the specimens provide some paleoecological 

information.  

 Chondrichthyans – At least 25 whole and fragmentary shark teeth were 

collected.  One of these is a broken root of a sawfish rostral spine (cf. Ischyrhiza sp.), and 

two are fragmentary teeth of Squalicorax sp. The most abundant teeth pertain to 

Scapanorhynchus (Fig. 51).  These teeth are labial-lingually compressed, relatively 

narrow mesio-distally, with distinct ridges on the mesial and distal sides, and striations on 

the labial side. The teeth curve lingually at the basio-apical midpoint. The curvature 

results in a slight “S" shape when viewed either mesially or distally. The labial face of 

these teeth is relatively flat, whereas the lingual face is convex. 

 These teeth can be assigned to Scapanorhynchus on the basis of their relatively 

narrow, smooth, sigmoidal crown, relatively flat labial side and convex striated lingual 

side. They likely pertain to S. texanus (which has previously been reported from the 

Aguja Formation) on the basis of their large size and stratigraphic range (Campanian) 
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compared to S. raphiodon.  The specimens preserved in unit #2 at GS-9 vary in size and 

completeness.  Some are whole and well preserved; others are abraded fragments.  

Scapanorhychus was likely an inhabitant of the environment represented at this site. 

 Chelonians – At least three genera of turtles are represented by fragments of 

carapace and plastron.  One fragment of carapace less than 5 cm in width may be 

identified as Basilemys sp. (Fig. 52).  It has an external surface characterized by rounded, 

smooth, circular depressions or “dimples” separated by faint ridges.  This specimen was 

highly abraded prior to fossilization, indicating that it may have been transported a 

significant distance, and may not reflect a species originally present in the depositional 

environment at GS-9. 

 A second carapace fragment (Fig. 53) about 2.5 cm by 1 cm in width, differs in 

having a finer dimpled pattern, which distinguishes Adocus from Basilemys (Tomlinson, 

1997).  This specimen is referred to Adocus sp., and displays a moderate degree of pre-

burial transportation, somewhat less than that observed in the Basilemys sp. specimens. 

 Two large carapace and plastron fragments pertaining to a bothremydid turtle 

were collected (measuring 6 cm x 4 cm and 8 cm x 5 cm). One of these is the proximal 

end of a costal bone, the other is part of a xiphiplastron (Fig. 54). These two specimens 

represent relatively complete bones.  Other less complete shell fragments pertaining to 

the same type of turtle were observed, but not collected. The external shell surfaces are 

smooth with faint fine branching grooves.  The xiphiplastron preserves the articulation 

surface for the ischium on its internal surface (Fig. 54a, 54b); the costal preserves sulci 

for vertebral and pleural scutes on its external surface (Fig. 54c, 54d).  These specimens 
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are referred to Chupacabrachelys, a bothremydid turtle recently described from the Aguja 

Formation (Lehman and Wick, 2010).  Although other bothremydid turtles exhibit similar 

shell form and ornamentation, the proximity of GS-9 to the sites from which the holotype 

and referred specimens were collected suggests that the GS-9 material probably pertains 

to Chupacabrachelys.  This is the most common turtle found at GS-9.  The shell parts 

preserved are large, more complete, and exhibit less pre-burial abrasion than those 

attributed to Basilemys sp. and Adocus sp.  This suggests that Chupacabrachelys may 

have been a resident of the depositional environment at GS-9. 

 Crocodylians – Isolated crocodylian bones, osteoderms, and teeth are the most 

common vertebrate remains encountered in unit #2 at GS-9.  Eighty-five specimens were 

collected at the site; these consist of at least 23 osteodermal scutes, 55 isolated teeth, four 

dentary fragments, a distal metatarsal fragment, the proximal portion of metatarsal III and 

an anterior caudal vertebral centrum (Fig. 55). All of these specimens appear to be 

attributable to Deinosuchus sp.  The osteodermal scutes are large (ranging in diameter 

from 5 cm to 10 cm), thick, circular to oblong in apical and basal views, and possess deep 

circular pits characteristic of this genus. The scutes vary along a morphological gradient 

from flat and disc-like at one extreme to short and pyramidal at the other extreme, 

reflecting varied positions on the trunk, limbs, and tail, as well as pertaining to 

individuals of varied size. 

 The teeth vary in size (ranging from less than 1 cm to 5 cm in length), conical, 

and possess longitudinal ridges that extend their entire length.  All but one specimen 
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lacks a root and most preserve a pristine enamel surface except at the apex, consistent 

with normal wear due to use in life. 

  The dentary fragments are smooth textured (except where broken) with external 

widely spaced pitted ornamentation resembling that on the scutes (Fig. 55).  All of the 

dentary fragments pertain to young individuals. One fragment is about 10 cm long cranio-

caudally and 4 cm deep dorso-ventrally. This fragment has widely-spaced, shallow pits 

on the lateral side and a row of nutrient foraminae about 1 cm below the alveoli on the 

medial side. The lateral surface is slightly convex, whereas the medial surface is strongly 

concave. Three and one-half tooth alveoli are preserved on the oral surface. Two are 

closely abutting and raised dorsally compared to the other alveoli. These are interpreted 

as tooth positions 3 and 4; this morphology closely matches those tooth positions in 

Deinosuchus (Lucas et al.., 2006). The preserved tooth row on this fragment thus 

represents positions 2 through 5. The ventral edge is broken, along with the portion 

cranial to the second tooth position, as is the portion 2 cm caudal to the fifth tooth 

position. 

 A second dentary fragment also measures 10 cm cranio-caudally, and 3 cm deep 

dorso-ventrally (Fig. 55). This fragment has smooth-textured lateral and medial surfaces, 

and the lateral surface is pitted only in its ventral half. The pits are cranio-caudally 

elongate, and appear to have once been present on the dorsal half as well, but were worn 

away due to post-burial abrasion. The specimen is slightly convex laterally and flat 

medially, except for the 0.75 cm wide Meckelian groove which is slightly inclined dorso-

cranially. The specimen widens medio-laterally in the caudal direction (increasing in 
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width from 2 cm to 3.5 cm). Three tooth alveoli are preserved, though it is not possible to 

determine exactly which tooth positions these represent. The ventral surface of the 

fragment is smooth, narrow and rounded. 

 Two metatarsal fragments were found at GS-9, one is small (4 cm deep dorso-

ventrally, medio-laterally, and proximo-distally) and roughly cubical. Two distinct, 

circular depressions comprise the entire surface of both lateral and medial faces, 

surrounded by a low, rounded ridge. The medial portion of this fragment is constricted 

relative to the lateral and medial edges. This fragment represents a distal portion of a 

metatarsal, given its overall form, size, and comparison with other crocodilian metatarsals 

(e.g., fig. 8C & 8D of Lucas and Estep, 2000).  

 The other metatarsal fragment is relatively long (5 cm long proximo-distally), and 

narrow (about 2.5 cm by 2.5 cm in its narrowest portion and about 4 cm by 4 cm in its 

widest portion). The wide proximal end is pyramidal in form when viewed laterally or 

medially, with three concave faces and one convex one (fig. 55Q, R, T). One of these 

concave faces extends proximo-distally nearly the entire length of the specimen. The 

proximal head is 2 cm long proximo-distally and is separated from the narrower distal 

portion by a distinct ridge (fig. 55P, 55Q). Distal to this portion, the fragment narrows 

noticeably before terminating in a break. This specimen is compares well with 

crocodilian metatarsal III (e.g., fig. 8C and 8D of Lucas and Estep, 2000). 

 One anterior caudal vertebral centrum was collected (fig. 55L through O). It 

measures 12 cm antero-posteriorly, 7.5 cm medio-laterally, and 10.5 cm dorso-ventrally. 

The specimen is missing its dorsal surface, and lacks the neural arch. The centrum is 
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strongly procoelus, as is typical of eusuchian crocodilian vertebrae. The centrum is wider 

than long (medio-lateral width to dorso-ventral depth ratio ~1.3), although this reflects 

only the preserved portion. 

 The Deinosuchus specimens pertain to multiple individuals of varied sizes, and 

exhibit a range of pre-burial breakage and abrasion.  The well-preserved teeth, jaw 

segments, and whole osteoderms lacking abrasion indicate little or no post-mortem 

transport and suggest a regular presence of Deinosuchus in the environment represented 

at GS-9. 

 Hadrosaurs – At least eight unidentifiable dinosaur bone fragments were found 

in unit #2 at GS-9. These were photographed but not collected.  Most of the identifiable 

dinosaur bones found at the site pertain to hadrosaurs (Fig. 56).  Two hadrosaur vertebral 

centra (one dorsal and one distal caudal), one dentary fragment, and one partial tibia were 

identified. The dorsal vertebral centrum measures 7.5 cm anterior-posteriorly, 6 cm 

dorso-ventrally at its midpoint, and 5 cm transversely. It is amphiplatyan, constricted at 

its midpoint, and narrows to a ventral keel (Fig. 56A). The anterior centrum face is 

roughly “heart-shaped” in appearance, and the posterior is hexagonal, as is typical of 

hadrosaur dorsal vertebrae (Horner et al.., 2004). The distal caudal vertebral centrum is 

roughly cylindrical, lacking any constriction at the midpoint except for a slightly concave 

ventral surface (Fig. 56B). The centrum is amphiplatyan, and both anterior and posterior 

faces are hexagonal, as is typical of hadrosaur distal caudals (Horner et al., 2004). 

 The dentary fragment measures about 7 cm cranio-caudally, 6 cm dorso-ventrally, 

and 2.5 cm medio-laterally. The dentary fragment is highly abraded by post-mortem 
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transport and possesses nine alveoli which are fully exposed medially and resembled 

half-cylinders. They terminate ventrally at a medial curve of the ventral edge of the 

fragment. The dorsal half of the fragment bifurcates at the caudal-most extremity, with 

each branch separated by a smooth, concave surface. The fragment also bifurcates 

dorsally, with the medial and lateral branches separated by a 3 cm wide, concave surface. 

The lateral branch is longer than the medial branch.  The abraded condition of the dentary 

fragment and isolated vertebral centra suggests that hadrosaurs did not inhabit the 

environment of unit #2 at GS-9. 

 Ankylosaurs – Approximately half of a single ankylosaur scute was found at GS-

9. It measures 9 cm long and 6.5 cm wide in dorsal view, and is 3 cm deep dorso-

ventrally (Fig. 57). The preserved portion of the fragment is roughly crescent-shaped and 

rough textured. The specimen is composed of cancellous bone tissue with a coarsely 

pitted external surface. The ventral surface appears to have been flat, and the dorsal 

curved up sharply near its midline to a central keel.  This specimen was transported and 

heavily weathered prior to burial, and ankylosaurs were likely not usual inhabitants of the 

GS-9 area at the time of deposition. 

 Theropods – One large theropod pedal ungual phalanx and a large dorsal or 

anterior caudal vertebra (not collected) were found in unit #2 at GS-9. The vertebra is 

about 7 cm wide transversely, 13.5 cm tall dorso-ventrally, and 16 cm antero-posteriorly 

(Fig. 9). Three-quarters of the centrum is present; the lateral and anterior portions are 

missing. The centrum is roughly circular in outline, and the posterior centrum face is 

concave. In lateral view, the dorsal half of this face is concave, and sinusoidally slopes 
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down and posteriorly to become convex and extends further posteriorly than the dorsal 

half. Ventrally, the centrum is concave and is dorso-ventrally deeper caudally than 

anteriorly. The neural arch is low on the vertebra, and is fused with the centrum. One 

prezygapophyseal lamina is preserved, which is very low angled in lateral view, nearly 

horizontal. The articular facet is inclined medially. The neural spine is missing, though a 

slight upward dorsal curvature is present at roughly the midpoint along the dorsal surface 

ending in a broken surface. One transverse process is preserved. It is positioned slightly 

anterior to the antero-posterior midline and approximately half way up the centrum 

dorsally, is lenticular in cross-section tapering posteriorly, and is relatively wide antero-

posteriorly and deep dorso-ventrally.  The pedal ungual phalanx and the vertebra 

compare favorably with those typical of large tyrannosaurid theropods.  The condition of 

both specimens suggests that these animals were not typical of the environment 

represented by unit #3 at GS-9. 

 

Faunal Assemblage of the Vine-Bearing Interval 

 The vine-bearing interval at GS-9 (unit #3 of figure 4, chapter 2) is sparsely 

fossiliferous throughout.  Apart from the vines themselves, isolated skeletal elements of 

hadrosaurian dinosaurs are found in the same horizon, distributed over a linear distance 

of about 150 m (see figure 4 in chapter 2).  Most of the bones are fragmentary, but exhibit 

little evidence of transport.  The broken ends are not abraded.  One specimen (the 

proximal end of a fibula) exhibits a clear series of crocodylian bite marks.  All of the 

elements that are sufficiently complete to allow for identification pertain to hadrosaurs.  
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Examples of relatively complete skeletal elements, including a femur, humerus, tibia, a 

pedal ungual phalanx, a dorsal vertebra, and several proximal, mid, and distal caudal 

vertebral centra were collected for histological thin-section preparation as part of M. 

Westerfield's thesis research (in progress).  Although most of the abundant uncollected 

bone fragments are identifiable only as dinosaurian, it seems likely from their association 

that they also pertain to hadrosaurs.   

 In contrast to the abraded condition of skeletal elements preserved in unit #2, the 

hadrosaur bones preserved in unit #3 at GS-9 appear to have experienced little post-

mortem transport, and instead were buried whole or broken in the vicinity of where they 

were buried.  Their preservation in fine-grained mudstone matrix also suggests that they 

are preserved in the same environment where the carcasses disarticulated. 

 

Paleoenvironmental Implications 

 The oyster bed (unit #2) immediately below the vine-bearing horizon has a faunal 

assemblage including ostreid and cardid bivalves, and the sharks Squalicorax and 

Scapanorhychus indicative of marine or brackish coastal habitats.  The most abundant 

vertebrates preserved here, the crocodylian Deinosuchus and bothremydid turtle 

Chupacabrachelys have both been recognized as aquatic paralic or estuarine reptiles 

(Schwimmer, 2002; Lehman and Wick, 2010).  The few isolated fresh-water turtle 

(Adocus, Basilemys) and varied terrestrial dinosaurian skeletal elements preserved in this 

unit were likely transported outside of their normal habitat prior to burial.  The oyster bed 

(unit #2) therefore accumulated in a subaqueous marine or brackish-water environment, 
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perhaps a shallow bay, lagoon, or estuary.  The vine-bearing mudstone (unit #3) contains 

only terrestrial plants and hadrosaurian dinosaurs, both preserved with little evidence of 

post-mortem transport.  These sediments must have accumulated in a terrestrial 

environment, such as a marsh or swamp that lay immediately landward of the aquatic 

marine or brackish-water setting represented by unit #2. 
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 A              B 

 

Figure 51. Scapanorhynchus texanus tooth in A) lingual and B) mesial views. Scale bar 

= 1 cm. 
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  Figure 52. Basilemys sp. carapace fragment in dorsal view. Scale bar = 5 cm. 
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Figure 53. Adocus sp. carapace fragment in dorsal view. Scale bar = 1 cm. 
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                 A   B 
 

            C     D 
 

Figure 54. Chupacabrachelys sp. xiphiplastron fragment in A) external and B) internal 
views; C) proximal end of costal in external and D) internal views. 
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                 A    B    C 

                  D  E 

          F               G      

Figure 55. (This page) Examples of end members of the Deinosuchus sp. scute gradient in A & C) dorsal and B 

& D) side views. E) Four Deinosuchus  sp. teeth. F & G) Deinosuchus sp. dentary fragment in F) lateral, G) 

dorsal views.     

Figure 55 (Next page). H‐K Deinosuchus dentary fragments. H) medial view of same fragment figured in F&G 

(last page), and second fragment in I) dorsal, J) lateral and K) medial views. L – M) Anterior Deinosuchus sp. 

caudal vertebra in L) posterior, M) anterior, N) ventral, and O) dorsal views. 

Figure 55 (cont’d. Page 129). P – T) Deinosuchus sp. proximal metatarsal III in P) dorsal, Q) lateral or medial, 

R) lateral or medial, S) ventral, and T) proximal views. U – W) Deinosuchus sp. distal ungual fragment in U) 

lateral or medial, V) distal, and W) lateral or medial views. Scale bar = 5 cm. 
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Figure 55 Continued. 
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Figure 55 Continued. 
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Figure 56 (this page). A) In situ hadrosaur tibia outcropping at GS‐9, portion highlighted by white oval. B – E) 

Anterior or mid‐series hadrosaur caudal vertebra in B) lateral, C) anterior, D) posterior, and E) dorsal views. 

Figure 56 (next page). F – H) Hadrosaur distal caudal in F) anterior, G) lateral, and H) posterior views. I – M) 

Hadrosaur dentary fragment in I) medial, J) cranial (?), K) caudal (?), L) dorsal, and M) lateral views . Scale bar 

= 5 cm. 
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Figure 56 Continued. 
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 A  

  B 

 C 

 

  Figure 57. Ankylosaur scute in A) dorsal, B) ventral, and C) side views. Scale bar = 5 cm. 
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             A    B     

            C   D 

Figure 58. Theropod vertebra in A) right lateral, B) posterior, C) left lateral, and D) 

anterior views. Hand for scale. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

 An outcrop of the Aguja Formation near Gano Spring exposes the upper part of 

the Terlingua Creek sandstone and lower part of the upper shale member.  A site here 

(locality GS-9) preserves scattered remains of hadrosaurian dinosaurs in association with 

woody scrambling vines.  This association had been noted at other localities in the same 

stratigraphic interval by Wheeler and Lehman (2000) but GS-9 offers an opportunity to 

examine this in detail. 

 Directly below the vine-bearing interval is a concretionary sandstone with 

abundant ostreid bivalve shells and scattered bones and teeth of chondrichthyans, 

crocodylians, and turtles indicative of deposition in a marginal marine aquatic 

environment.  The vine-bearing interval itself preserves terrestrial vegetation, including 

the vines (identified as of several platanoid, icacinoid, or "Baileyan" types), 

podocarpacean conifers, and palms with scattered remains of hadrosaurian dinosaurs.  

Directly above the vine-bearing interval is a sandstone interval preserving only trunks of 

large podocarpacean conifers and isolated abraded hadrosaur bones.  This stratigraphic 

succession indicates that the vine-bearing interval accumulated in a terrestrial 

environment such as a marsh or swamp immediately adjacent to a shallow marine bay or 

lagoon. 
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 The dark brown to olive grey mudstone unit in which most of the vine specimens 

occur has fine grain size, with slight centimeter-scale rhythmic gradations, indicative of 

low-energy deposition, and suggesting that the vines were not transported and are 

preserved in situ. The small -scale ripple cross-lamination found at the site, and the fine 

swaley, organic laminae seen in some of the specimens, along with the false rings in the 

conifer specimens, and vessel-element density variation in the vine specimens, indicates 

that water levels fluctuated, but probably did so gently and gradually. Such variations 

were likely not capable of generating the mechanical damage seen in the vine specimens. 

An analysis of the internal structure of the vines shows evidence for mechanical 

damage inflicted in life on the vines as reflected in the internal tissues and growth 

patterns. Though true seasonal growth rings were not observed in the wood specimens, 

several false rings were found in many of the specimens. The most common of these false 

rings were produced by tracheids filled with a phenolic substance. According to Timmel 

and Wimmer (2007), these ring types are most commonly caused by removal of branches 

during life. This would indicate that most of the vines underwent in some cases many 

episodes of branch or leaf removal substantial enough to result in formation of one of 

these types of false rings. Continued growth after these episodes indicates that the branch 

removal events were not substantial enough to kill the plants. The second most common 

false ring type results from variations in density, size, or in the complete absence of 

vessel elements. According to Timmel and Wimmer (2007), these types of false rings are 

generally environmentally caused. Most common agents are variations in water input, 

changes in water levels, or the raising or lowering of water tables. Although it is also 
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possible for these sort of rings to be the result of variation in sunlight exposure as well as 

other causes. The third type of false ring generally seen is a result of adjustment 

structures. These are usually associated with some degree of compression wood and 

usually form as the result of confining stress or sustained directional pressure upon the 

plant during life. Other forms of mechanical stress observed in the internal structure of 

the vines were signs of mechanical breakage, callus wood formation during the healing of 

such breaks, formation of tyloses, and rapid growth cracks. 

 The external morphology of branch stumps on the vines was compared with 

experimental results obtained by mechanical removal of branches of several different 

types of modern vines and trees. It was found as a result of this experiment that each 

different method of mechanical removal yields differing stump morphology. Shearing 

was found to result in a subdued beveled structure on the branch stump, and externally a 

concave or flat surface with a centrally raised portion, a flat or inclined surface, or more 

rarely a simple concave surface. Splintering was minor at most, which contrasts greatly 

with mechanical branch removal due to breakage. Breakage was found to produce 

"greenstick” fracturing, resulting in an exaggerated beveled structure with extensive, or at 

least moderate, splintering. A second type of stump morphology resulting from breakage 

is pure splintering. A difference was found between dry wood and green wood breakage, 

however additional experimentation is necessary to determine consistent differences 

between these. A third type of mechanical removal process was leaf pull-off. This results 

from the simple pulling off of leaves and petioles, leaving most commonly a dimpled or 

less commonly, a simple concave surface. Below a certain small diameter, the differences 
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between breakage and shear cease to exist and both types of removal tend to leave 

identical stump morphologies. 

 Examination of the preserved vine specimens from GS-9 reveals two most 

common branch removal types based on the stump morphologies observed. Most are 

consistent with the stump morphologies created by shearing, with a few specimens 

exhibiting the leaf pull-off morphology. These are particularly relevant because it 

indicates that some process was active in shearing the branches and creating leaf pull-off 

structures. Of the two, leaf pull-off structures are most likely to be a result of physical 

environmental causes and not a result of a biological agent.  Depending on the tensile 

strength of the leaf and petiole, strong winds or running water may readily pull off leaves. 

However, less likely to be due to a physical environmental factor is branch removal by 

shearing, because of the more mechanically resistant nature of wood compared to green, 

herbaceous leaves and petioles. A likely cause of the shearing stump morphologies is 

removal by herbivorous dinosaurs. Ceratopsian dinosaurs, given their shearing- 

premaxillary and predentary beaks could have been responsible because they were more 

likely to be low browsers based on their body plan and cranial/neck structure. However, 

the intimate association of the vines with bones of hadrosaurian dinosaurs suggests that 

these animals were the primary herbivores at this site.  Both hadrosaurs and ceratopsians 

have shearing dentition that could have produced the sort of damage observed on the 

preserved vines.  The exterior surfaces of some of the vines also possess possible 

coprolitic material, suggesting regular activity by herbivores in the area. 
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Conclusions 

  Several lines of evidence suggest that the vines preserved at Gano Spring may 

have been actively foraged upon by herbivorous dinosaurs. The stratigraphic and spatial 

association of the vine-bearing deposits with a herbivorous dinosaur bone-bed suggests 

an ecological association. The internal and external vine structures also provide evidence. 

The vines contain false rings and internal damage structures consistent with this 

conclusion, and the external branch stump morphology is consistent with some specimens 

having had their branches sheared off. No physical environmental cause for this shearing 

is apparent other than that caused by herbivorous dinosaurs. The paleoenvironment 

suggests insufficient environmental causes for the mechanical damage found on the 

preserved vines. Additional investigation in other areas where similar vines are preserved 

is necessary to determine if this was a localized foraging relationship or if foliage and 

stems of these vine types were generally a part of the diet of hadrosaurian and ceratopsian 

dinosaurs in the Big Bend region.  
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